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AMERICA, RUSSIA AND 
THE RUSSIANS have exploded one atom 
bomb. It may be their only bomb. But 

by Leo Szilard 

" 

' the plant which was used to make it can turn out others. 

me of wu as long a~ her neutraHty i• 
res~ected also by Russlr...texcept if*n~ 

I, 

Within a ~short time, o'iiP year prAaps, the Rus

sians ~ve bombs in significant quantity-signifi
cant at least from the point of view of Western Europe. 

1 

Will the Russians also have the means of delivering 

these bombs anywhere in ' Europe? They may not yet 
have V-2 type rockets developed to the stage where 

they can carry atomic bombs. They may not yet have 

. bombers fast enough to be able to get through without 
being intercepted. Bu't clearly the time is not far off 

when, in case of war, Russia will be in a position to 

deliver bombs anywhere in Western Eu'rope. 
If the time thus comes when Paris, Brussels and 

Amsterdam face destruction within twenty-four hours 

after the outbreak of war, and when there is nothing 

that America can do to protect these cities fr~m such 
?fate, we sball be raced with a situation which we did 

qot envisage when "the Atlantic Pact was concluded. 

. One might argue that the Atlantic Pact would still 
offer these countries greater secuti·ty than they would 

To refrain from using atomic bombs and strategic 

bombing of any kind against Franc::e as long as no 

atomic bombs are produced in her territory even though 

France may have been forced to surrender to Russia and 

even though America may be attacked by atomic bombs 
produced outside of France. 

We could enter into similar agrcfments with Bel
gium, Holland and certain other cquntries in West-
ern Europe. 1 

England may be different. England/ is no less vulner

able to bombs than the rest of We~tern Eu,Eope. But_ 

after the fall of France, England debded to fight on 

in the face of the heaviest odds, and (she emerged vic

torious. England might decide to hoi'~ out indefinitely 

as our ally and, with worse luck this time, perhaps suf
fer utter destruction in case of war. 1 

Yet England, when she realizes tha~ her geographical 
position as well as the concentration Of her population 

in London and a few other large 1cities makes her 

vulnerable beyond endurance, might ' also wish to be 
freed from the Atlantic Pact. If she does, we ought to 

lend her a helping hand rather than try to obstruct a 

(J 
I 

. have without it, since Russia, knowing that the United 

States would go to w~r if any of them were attacked, 

would be less likely to attack them. I am willing to 
let this argument pass for the moment. But can any

one seriously expect the French, Belgians and the Dutch 

thus to accept for the sake of a lessened probability of 

":'~r the_ absolute certainty\ that in_ ca~e of war their 
ct~tes wtll be utterly destroyed? Wtll tt be much con
solation for them to know that some ten or fifteen years 

after their destruction the US might be victorious and 

might then help them to rebuild their cities and to 

development that is inevitable. -;i~!!l!ill=o-

recons
1

truct their devastated countries? 
What, then, is the policy we ought to follow in the 

face of these new realities? It seems to me that there 

- ' is only one avenue of escape. We ought to release those 

countries which ~ant to be released from the obliga

tions imposed upon them by the Atlantic Pact. This 

does not mean that we should abandon them to their . 
fate. We could, for instance, enter into an agreement 

with France-in which we unilaterally undertake-the> 

f.e.llow ing obligations. , · 
1fo-go to war with Russia if Russia should attack or 

occupy Franc[~pect the neutrality of France in 

Or. leo Srl/ard, an oufltqnding atomic tclentirt, .11 now lOt th' 
Unlvertity of Chicqgo . .4 lull dqtement ol . 11/i vlewr, which are tum· 
mar/red in tlte accompanying article, will he found In the October 
IJ.tue of the Buttotin of the Atomic ScieMhla. We present h/1 view• lor 
their intrinsic Interest, without editorial endorsement. 

An England neutral and reasonably well-armed 
might be the strongest deterrent to Russian invasion. 

She could even give Russia an assurance to resist, if nec

essary with force of arms, an American invasion. By 

giving our consent and approval to a position of this 
sort which England might wish to take, America could 

effectively protect England from a Russia~ occupation. 
Clearly in case of a war with America, Russia would 

have a strong incentive to leave England in a neutral 

position and thus bar the United States from using 

England as a base of military operat~ons. -

The neutralization of all those nations which are at 

present caught between the strategic aspirations of 

America and Russia would remove the chief area 

of conflict in Russian-American relations. Yet if the 

arms race is permitted to continue, and particularly if 

Russian atomic-bomb production increasingly threatens 

the security of the United States, war will ultimately 
become unavoidable. · 1 , ' 

Thus the question arises 'whether within the p.lttern 

of the new policy outlined above, Russia and tl\rtJnited 
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Stat~s could agrel on some effective method of interna· 

• · tiona! control of atomic energy. 
International inspection must be an integral part 

of any such agr~ment if it is to be effective. In the 
conditions which existed during the past four years, 
would it have ~een in Russia's interest to enter into 
any agreement ~p atomic energy that provided for in
ternational inspection? 

I , 
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' During these past four years we regarded Western 
Europe as a base for military operations aga•inst Russia 
in case of war. We were engaged in developing long
range rockets and long-range bombers, and we built 
& considerable fleet of such bombers. In case of war 
with Russia, it would have been of advantage• to us to 
know the exact: tocations of the most essential Russian 
industrial installations, and it was therefore in Russia's 
interest to keep ~ecret all information relating to them. 
Thus the I~on C~rtain was Russia's most important stra· 

- tegic defense. uch strategic considerations may not 
...- - hav~---bee'n the o ly reason for Russia's desire to main

tain secrecy4 but they are valid and sufficient reasons. 
International (inspection, if at all effective, is not 

compatible !witH · maintaining the degree of secrecy 
which Russla w~s anxious to maintain in the postwar 
period and which she was successful in maintaining. In 
the conditions which existed during the past four years 
it would not have been 'in Russia's interest to enter 

_into any agreement limited ' to the control of atomic 
energy .. ~hich-provided for international inspection. 

But even ~f such an agreement had not provided for 
international inspection, it would still not have been 
in the inter~st of Russia to be a party to it. Under 
conditions s~ch as those that existed in the past four 
years, America, by using Western Europe as a base, 
could bring the war to Russia's territory. She could do 
this witho~t atomic bombs, merely by using tanks, 
heavy guns, long-range bombers and other conventional 
weapons. By agreeing to eliminate atomic bombs from 
national ~rmaments, Russia would deprive herself of 

/ the one weapon that might enable her to br.ing the 
war to our territory. Russia cannot carry the war to our 
territory by using long-range bombers carrying ordinary 
explosives, for, to her, the cost of such an operatior_t 
would be prohibitive. 

My thesis is that in these past four years, Russia has 
. steadfastly refused to consider any international agree

ment that would effectively eliminate atomic bombs 
because under existing conditions it was not in her 
interest to do so. 

We must next tum our attention to an issue which' 
·,.· is closely related: In the past four years ' the United .. 

States has steadfastly opposed a ger{eral reduction of 
arma~nts. Why? · 

' ,',i 
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NEW REPUBliC 

Immediately after the war Western Europe was weak 
and could have been overrun by the Russian army at 
any time. This ~ight be true even today. But we have 
been trying to create a situation in which, within a 
few years, Western Europe would no longer be at the 
mercy of Russia. We hoped to achieve this by arming 
Western Europe and by maintaining a high level ·of 
armaments ourselves. \Yie hoped that such a course of 
action would enable us to come to the help of Western 
Europe within a short period of time if she were at· 
tacked by Russia, and that Western Europe would be 
able to hold out until our help arrived. 

Had we then agreed to a substantial general reduc- · 
tion of armaments equally affecting all part-ies, we 
would have left Western Europe at the mercy of Rus· 
sia's enormous reserve manpower. Then, in case of a 
Russian attack against Western Europe, it would have 
taken us a long time effectively to enter the war, and in 
the meantime Russian infantry could have overrun · 
Western Europe. · 

Bul lhe way things are going at present, . we may 
take it for granted that witpin a short period of time . . 
Western Europe will be irretrievably at Russia's mercy, 
in the sense that, if it were attacked by Russia; we could 
not possibly bring assistance fast enough to prevent its 
destruction or prevent it from being forced to surrender. 
We might then be prepared to neutralize Western 
Europe and to enter into an agreement with Russia that 
will stop the arms race by eliminating atomic bombs 
from national armaments, put limitations on the con
ventional types of arms, and provide for a substantial 
reduction of armaments in general. 

Such an agreement would still leave Western Europe 
physically at the mercy of Russia's land armies. But 
this does not necessarily mean that Western Europe 
would be in danger of a Russian attack or invasion. 
Mexico is physically at the mercy of the United States, 
but under present conditions she has no reason to fear 

I 
that the United States will violate her integrity. 

While the level of armaments to be maintained by 
us in peacetime would still have to be adjusted to the 
level of armaments maintained. by Russia and other 
nations, our ability to win a war would be determined 
by the level of our arms production during the. war 
rather than by the level of our stockpile of arms at its 
start. Modern weapons,, hecome obsolete very fast. 
Keeping a large stockpile of them in peacetime is a · 
useless drain on any nation's economy. 

My argument is that if we adjust our policy to realitY, 
and adopt the proposed .riew policy, the old reas~ns, 
which in the past four years led us to, oppose general 
reduction of armaments, will no longer be valid.' 
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An over-all settlement of the outstanding postwar 
issues may thus become possible. Of these issues, the 
German problem is perhaps the most difficult. Its solu
tion will remain difficult even if Russia and the United 
States were to seek it in perfect harmony. But if within 
the framework of the neutrality of Western Europe, 
a solution to the German problem and other postwar 
issues can be found , then general limitation of arma

ments and the elimination of atomic bombs from na
tional armaments will be in the interest of Russia as 

~ell as America. 
What particu'lar type of atomic-ener'gy control will 

then be acceptable to Russia? 
In the past, America p4-shed for international man-

, agement of all atomic-energy~ developments delegated . 
to an agency o( the United Nations and controlled ,by 
a majority vote of that body. This particular solut-ion 
has some attractive features. But as long as the world 

, , remains divided between the allies of Russia and the 
allies of America, with our allies l;olding the majority 
in the United Nabions, it will not be in Russia's interest 
to accept such a solution. 

It is conceivable that if the present trend is reversed, 
countries which are not allies of either America or 
Russia, and are independent both economically and 

politically, may gradually b~ome a 
United Nations. "International mana 
then become acceptable to Russia. 

13 

in the 
might 

In the meantime some other form of e e.ctive atomic
energy control will have to be adopted, if any control 

I . 
is to be adopted at all. 
· Can Russia be trusted to keep_ any s ch agreement? 
Yes~as long as it remains in her intere t t~ do so. We 
can make Russia keep an agreement i we maintain 
the conditions in which it will remain 

1
in her interest 

to cooperate rather than ·to abrogate the agreement. It 
might even be wise to have a provision giving both 
America ;tnd Russia the right to abrogate upon giving 

due notice.· 
Let us remind ourselves at this point that what we 

are d~s~ssing here is a truce and not peace. We shall 
not have peace until we create a structure in which co· 

operation will be obtained by positive incentives rather ~ 
than precariously enforced by fear of punishment. We 
shall not have peace until we have an organized world 

-community. 
The Peloponnesian War occurred fifteen years after 

Sparta and Athens concluded a peace treaty that was 
to last for thirty. Russia and A~erica will fare no 
better if they conclude a truce and mistake it for peace. 

HERMAN THE UNHAPPY . ,~ .. , r 
I I' 

T HIS IS THE Sl'ORY of the u~bap- b WI 1 Willi politically weak and inept M. E. 1 • 
. . . y ns on ams 

ptest Governor m Amenca-ier- Thompson, whose only claim to 
man Talmadge, of Georgia, n of the late Eugene fame was that he had been secretary to Ellis Arnall. 

Talmadge, nationally and unfy,. orably known as "Old Talmadge rode in on a tide of votes. Thousands of 

Gene." Georgians promptly put on sackcloth and hurried to 

It is a story of frustration, because he is a victim the wailing walls, pouring dust upon their heads. 

of his frustrations, personal nd polit'ical. Only the The legislators, who took his election to .mean li

pressure of his office and of th friends who have state cense, and the Ku Klux Klan element, which assumed 

jobs and fear to lose them pr vents him from saying it put them above the law, went to work. The legisla

now that he will not again be candidate and retiring ture produced a flood of bills designed to bar Negroes 

to his farm 25 miles south of Atlanta to farm and from the ballot and to give Talmadge's henchmen con· 

practise. a little law on the side. trol of what voting there was -to be. Th~ Klan began 

When his _father lay dying and his father's friends to burn crosses and in'timidate Negroes. 

cooked up the scheme to . have the legislature elect But, after a while, it became apparent that no pres

Herman-as it did in the shamefully violent session sure from the Governor's office was being exerted on 

of January, 1947-he set out to establish a dynasty. He the legislature. Roy Harris, Georgia's wise old political 

would go on, with fire and swotd, to the place his bellwether who for years has been leading the legis

father had never been able to teach, the United States lative sheep into strange pastures and occasionally to 

Senate. The courts took him from office, and for a the slaughte'r rooms, was the directing force. The mi· 

year he and the legions faithful to Old . Gene vowed nority-in the legislature and in the body politic-took 

a venge_~ce. They_ found it _easy)n 1~48, against a heart and went to work. When adjournment came, the 

"WinJton Williami" b the pseudonym ol a well-lcnown South
tin journalilf. 

voters' -qualification bill had been so wate ed down as 
to be relatively ' meaningless, save in some of the more , . 
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AMBRICA, RUSSIA 
''j 

AND THB BOMII 

THE RUSSIANS have exploded one atom 

bomb. It may be their only bomb. But 
by Leo Szllal'd case of war as long as her neutrality is 

respected also by Russi~, except if Amer

ica, without having used them first, is attacked with the plant which was used to make it can turn o 1t others. 

Within a very short time, one year perhaps, the Rus

sians will have bombs in significant quantity-signifi

cant at least from the point of view of Western Europe. 

Will the Russians also have the means of delivering 

these bombs anywhere in Europe? They may not yet 

have V-2 type rockets developed to the stage where 

they can carry atomic bombs. They may not yet have 

bombers fast enough to be able to get through without 

being intercepted. Bu't clearly the time is not far off 

when, in case of war, Russia will be in a position to 

deliver bombs anywhere in Western Europe. 

If the time thus comes when Paris, Brussels and 

Amsterdam face destmction within twenty-four hours 

after the outbreak of war, and when there is nothing 

that America can do to protect these cities from such 

a fate, we shall be faced with a situation which we did 

not envisage when the Atlantic Pact was concluded. 

One might argue that the Atlantic Pact would still 

offer these countries greater security than they would 

have without it, since Russia, knowing that the United 

States would go to war if any of them were attacked, 

would be less likely to attack them. I am willing to 

let this argument pass for the moment. But can any

one seriously expect the French, Belgians and the Dutch 

thus to accept for the sake of a lessened probability of 

war the absolute certainty that in case of war their 

ci~es will be utterly destroyed? Will it be much con

solation for them to know that some ten or fifteen years 

after their destruction the US might be victorious and 

might then help them to rebuild their cities and to 

reconstruct their devastated countries? 

What, then, is the policy we ought to follow in the 

face of these new realities? It seems to me that there 

is only one avenue of escape. We ought to release those 

countries which want to be released from the obliga

tions imposed upon them by the Atlantic Pact. This 

does not mean that we should abandon them to their 

fate. We could, for instance, enter into an agreement 

with France-in which we unilaterally undertake the 

following obligations: 
To go to war with Russia if Russia should attack or 

occupy France; to respect the neutrality of France in 

Or. leo Szilard, an outslqnding atomic tcientist, is now at tile 
University of Chicago. A full statement of his views, which are sum· 
madzed in tho accompe11ying article, will be found in the October 
inue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. We presont his views far 

their intrinsic interest, without editorial ondorsement. 

atomic bombs by Russ ia or some ot tion; 

To refrain from using atomic and strategic 

bombing of any kind against F as long as no 

atomic bombs are produced in her ritqry even though 

France may have been forced to r d. to Russia and 

even though America may be attacl~d atomic bombs 

produced outside of France. 

We could enter into similar ~~.fno 

gium, Holland and certain othet 

ern Europe. 
England may be different. En~an.d il (l.o less vulner-

able to bombs than the rest of tettt~ Euro e. Bnt 

after the fall of France, Englan 18 d to fight on 

in the face of the heaviest odds, emerged vic-

torious. England might decide to d::Q t indefinitely 

as our ally and, with worse luck · e perhaps suf-

fer utter destruction in case of war. · 

Yet England, when she realizes~t 
position as well as the concentratibt:t: 6 er population 

in London and a few other la"r, tieS" makes her 

vulnerable beyond endurance, ni wish to be 

freed from the Atlantic Pact. If we ought to 

lend her a helping hand rather to obstruct a 

development that is inevitable. 

An England neutral and r well-armed 

might be the strongest deterrent ian invasion. 

She could even give Russia an ass resist, if nec-

essary with force of arms, an invasion. By 

giving our consent and approval a sition of this 

sort which England might wish to take, America could 

effectively protect England from a Russian occupation. 

Clearly in case of a war with America, ,Russia would 

have a strong incentive to leave England in a neutral 

position and thus bar the United States from using 

England as a base of military operations. 

The neutralization of all those natjons which are at 

present caught between the strate~k aspirations of 

America and Russia would rernove the chief ar 

of conflict in Russian-American rclatlo Yet if 

arms race is permitted to continue, and 
Russian atomic-bomb production LQ(;rel:\SIJ!l~!:! 

the security of the United State~. Wtl1t 

become unavoidable. 
Thus the question arises wgCI~IIt',IVlthtil't"C.])~~, 

of the new policy outline 



corlt!JH:IIil:l'iU >mJtc energy. 
must be an integral part 

if it is to be effective. In the 
during the past four years, 

in Russia's interest to enter into 
· energy that provided for in-

four years we regarded Western 
military operations aga•inst Russia 

were engaged in developing long
bombers, and we built 

l"~'•l!llilm of such bombers. In case of war 
-m~ld have been of advantage to us to 

of the most essent•ial Russian 
and it was therefore in Russia's 

• ......,~ .... :no!!.-· all information relating to them. 
was Russia's most important stra

considerations may not 

~~~!.!11~~:~~~~~ for Russia's desire to main-

if at all effective, is not 
the degree of secrecy 

ious to maintain in the postwar 
was successful in maintaining. In 

isted during the past four years 
in Russia's interest to enter 

-~~g~k~ ed to the control of atomic 
,;" for international inspection. 

agreement had not provided for 
it would still not have been 

ia to be a party to it. Under 
that existed in the past four 

ing Western Europe as a base, 
Russia's territory. She could do 

bombs, merely by using tanks, 
heavy guns, long-range bombers and other conventional 
weapons. By agreeing to eliminate atomic bombs from 
national armaments, Russia would deprive herself of 
the one weapon that might enable her to bring the 
war to our territory. Russia cannot carry the war to our 
territory by using long-range bombers carrying ordinary 
explosives, for, to her, the cost of such an operation 
would be prohibitive. 

My thesis is that in these past four years, Russia has 
steadfastly refused to consider any international agree
ment that would effectively eliminate atomic bombs 
because under existing conditions it was not in her 
interest to d9 so. 

must next turn our attention to an issue which 
related: In the past four years the United 

opposed a general reduction of 

NEW REPUBLIC 

Immediately after the war Western Europe was weak 
and could have been overrun by the Russian army at 
any time. This might be true even today. But we have 
been try ng to create a situation in which, within a 
few years, Western Europe would no longer be at the 
mercy of Russia. We hoped to achieve this by arming 
Wester 1 Europe and by maintaining a high level ·of 
armamwts ourselves. \Y/e hoped that such a course of 
action would enable us to come to the help of Western 
Europe within a short period of time if she were at
tacked by Russia, and that Western Europe would be 
able to hold out until our help arrived. 

Had we then agreed to a substantial general reduc
tion of armaments equally affecting all parties, we 
would have left Western Europe at the mercy of Rus
sia's enormous reserve manpower. Then, in case of a 
Russian attack against Western Europe, it would have 
taken us a long time effectively to enter the war, and in 
the meantime Russian infantry could have overrun 
Western Europe. 

Bul lhe way things are going at present, we may 
take it for granted that wirpin a short period of time 
Western Europe will be irretrievably at Russia's mercy, 
in the sense that, if it were attacked by Russia, we could 
not possibly bring assistance fast enough to prevent its 
destruction or prevent it from being forced to surrender. 
We might then be prepared to neutralize Western 
Europe and to enter into an agreement with Russia that 
will stop the arms race by eliminating atomic bombs 
from national armaments, put limitations on the con
ventional types of arms, and provide for a substantial 
reducbion of armaments in general. 

Such an agreement wou~J still leave Western Europe 
physically at the mercy of Russia's land armies. But 
this does not necessarily mean that Western Europe 
would be in danger of a Russian attack or invasion. 
Mexico is physically at the mercy of the United States, 
but under present conditions she has no reason to fear 

I 
that the United States will violate her integrity. 

While the level of armaments to be maintained by 
us in peacetime would still have to be adjusted to the 
level of armaments maintained by Russia and other 
nations, our ability to win a war would be determined 
by the level of our arms production during the war 
rather than by the level of our stockpile of arms at its 
start. Modern weapons hecome obsolete very fast. 
Keeping a large stockpile of them in peacetime is a 
useless drain on any nation's economy. 

My argument is that if we adjust our policy to reality 
and adopt the proposed riew policy, the old reasons, 
which in the past four years led us to oppose general 
reduction of armaments, will no longer be valid. 
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An over-all settlement of the outstanding postwar 
issues may thus become possibie. Of these issues, the 
German problem is perhaps the most difficult. Its solu
tion will remain difficult even if Russia and the United 
States were to seek it in perfect harmony. But if within 
the framework of the neutrality of Western Europe, 
a solution to the German problem and other postwar 
issues can be found, then general limitation of arma
ments and the elimination of atomic bombs from na
tional armaments will be in the interest of Russia as 
well as America. 

What particular type of atomic·energy control will 
then be acceptable to Russia? 

In the past, America pushed for international man
agement of all atomic-energy developments delegated 
to an agency of the United Nations and controlled by 
a majority vote of that body. This particular solution 
has some attractive features. But as long as the world 
remains divided between the allies of Russia and the 
allies of America, with our allies l)olding the majority 
in the United Naoions, it will not be in Russia's interest 
to accept such a solution. 

It is conceivable that if the present trend is reversed, 
countries which are not allies of either America or 
Russia, and are independent both economically and 

iJ 

politically, may gradually become in the 
United Nations. "International m'144'•&'ii•l'~t" might 
then become acceptable to Russia. 

In the meantime some other form ~~~m~~

energy control will have to be adofl!~:·~it 
is to be adopted -at all. 

Can Russia be trusted to keep_ a 
Yes-as long as it remains in her inM~~!W 
can make Russia keep an agreemeBol•lf ~.wc: maintain 
the conditions in which it will re 
to c~operate rather than to abrogat 
might even be wise to have a pro 
America ;tnd Russia the right to ab ~ 
due notice. 

er interest 
eement. It 
"ving both 
on giving 

Let us remind ourselves at this t what we 
are d~scussing here is a truce and n t p a~ We shall 
not have peace until we create a str ttilr .in which co
operation will be obtained by positi jn ebtives rather 
than precariously enforced by fear o ment. We 
shall not have peace until we have zed world 
community. 

The Peloponnesian War occurred )fi 
Sparta and Athens concluded a pe 
to last for thirty. Russia and Ar;n 
better if they conclude a truce and "P'"Ii'-"F ' 

ears after 
that was 

l fare no 
for peace. 

HERMAN THE UNHAPPY 
T HIS IS THE STORY of the ur~ap
piest Governor in America-Her

by Winston Williams politically weak 
Thompson, whriu--.t~\h 

man Talmadge, of Georgia, ~,n of the late Eugene 
Talmadge, nationally and unf~vorably known as "Old 
Gene." 

It is a story of frustration, because he is a victim 
of his frustrations, personal and political. Only the 
pressure of his office and of the friends who have state 
jobs and fear to lose them prevents him from saying 
now that he will not again be a candidate and retiring 
to his farm 25 miles south of Atlanta to farm and 
practise. a little law on the side. 

When his father lay dying and his father 's friends 
cooked up the scheme to have the legislature elect 
Herman-as it did in the shamefully violent session 
of January, 1947-he set out to establish a dynasty. He 
would go on, with .fire and sword, to the place his 
father had never been able to reach, the United States 
Senate. The courts took him from office, and for a 
year he and the legions faithful to Old Gene vowed 
a vengeance. They found it easy in 1948, against a 

"Winston Williams" is the pseudonym of a well-known South· 
ern journalist. 

fame was that he had been secret 
Talmadge rode in on a tide of v 
Georgians promptly put on sackcl -«!). 

the wailing walls, pouring dust up n tp · 
The legislators, who took his e 

cense, and the Ku Klux Klan elem , 
it put them above the law, went to w~tlC 
ture produced a flood of Lills desig ed: 
from the ballot and to give Talmad '-s 
trol of what voting there was to b . 
to burn crosses and in'timidate Ne ~ 

usands of 
hurried to 
heads. 
mean li-

· h assumed 
he leg isla
r Negroes 
hmen con
Ian began 

But, after a while, it became ap t no pres-
sure from the Governor's office was pein ' exerted on 
the legislature. Roy Harris, Georgia·s 1 ~· old political 
bellwether who for years has been leading the legis
lative sheep into strange pastures and occasionally to 
the slaughter rooms, was the directing force. The mi
nority-in the legislature and in the body politic-took 
heart and went to work. When adjournment came, the 
voters' -qualification bill had been so watered down as 
to be relatively meaningless, save in some of the more 
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where they would do as they 
reregistration bill, which had 

bt-IIPJ~tg registration every year, ended with 
deJna:MIIl!tlft everyone reregister by May, 1950, 

after would be permanent. The qual-

They good bills, but they were not at 
all what fanatics from Old Gene's legions 
wanted. It sdon became obvious that many of the Tal
madge voter:i would not register under the new bill 
because of its educational requirements, mild as they 
are. The Negroes had the ten simple questions, made 
freely available, and were studying them. Many coun
ties were prptesting the reregistration bill because of 
its expense, and no one was happy about it. The Tal
madge peopie began to say that Herman had not put 
on enough pressure. 

It now. looks as if registration may be sharply off 
in May, 195:0, but it will be off as much in the pro
Talmadge counties as elsewhere. In the larger cities, 
the labor unions, Negro organizations and most news
papers are planning to get out the voters. They see a 
greatly improved chance to beat the one piece of legisla
tion they h4d most feared. In the fall of 1950 the 
people must vote-man by man and not by counties
as to whetHer they wish to extend the county-unit 
system to .tl:!eir regular elections. At present the law 
applies only (to primaries. With Georgia's 159 counties 
mostly ruralj an affirmative vote would really end any 
idea of democracy or the development of a two-party 
system in the state. Thus, the reregistration law will 
actually provide a better chance of preventing the 
adoption of the proposed amendment, and the cities in
tend to have their say. 

After the legislature's adjournment, the state set out 
on a referendum to levy new taxes to raise $60 million 
for schools, hospitals and rural roads. In his campaign, 
Talmadge had pledged himself to a referendum on all 
proposals for new taxes. The school people and busi
ness, the one wanting and the other fearing a sales 
tax, sought his favor and support. He stayed out. The 
referendum, failed by a surprisingly large majority, de
spite the fact that Boss Roy Harris was backing it 
with a passion for education which is new to him. (He 
had an eye on the big chance if Talmadge isn't a 
candidate in 1950.) 

The truth is that, after the first flush of being Gov
ernor wore off, Herman Talmadge found he didn't 
enjoy it. From that state of mind, he proceeded to 
active dislike of the office and its duties. For a time he 
toyed with the idea of running for the US Senate 
against the veteran Walter S. George, whose term ex-
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pires in 1950. This was not without humor to some of 
the citizens, notably the CIO organizations. 

"My God," they moaned, "what a choice!" 
But they laughed to think of themselves supporting 

Talmadge-which they would do if the choice had to 
be made. This would be true for two reasons. One is 
they would want Senator George out of his position of 
power on committees. Second, and this is not without 
irony, Talmadge is more liberal than George-admit
tedly a case of damning with faint praise. 

It is believed that Talmadge has abandoned the idea 
of running against George. Most of his powerful 
friends, who pay the fare for the political campaigns, 
also are George's friends. But, more than that, he is 
sick of being in office. He won't demur, he has told a 
few friends, if the state constitution is interpreted as 
barring him from becoming a candidate in 1950. There 
is argument both ways by good lawyers. If the law does 
allow him to run, pressure from his friends is likely 
to force him into the race. But as it is, he is an unhappy 
and reluctant Governor. 

There are a number of reasons for the frustrations 
which fret him and cause the vultures to peck at his 
liver. 

He is Old Gene's son, and much of his basic philos
ophy is his father's. Yet not all of it is. He is a curious, 
contradictory mixture of his father and himself. 

He would not object to carefully screened Negroes 
voting, but he would 'ike to keep down, or be able to 
control, the heavy Negro vote in south Georgia. Yet he 
has never been as vi,)lently anti-Negro as his father. 
He has never shouteii, "Nigger! Nigger!,'' as did 
his father. All through his campaign he spoke only of 
"bloc voting." He has readily and courteously seen 
Negro visitors, even critical intellectuals such as Roi 
Ottley, of New York. 

He is not a provincial, as his father was. Aside from 
two or three gay trips to Havana and one to Mexico, 
Old Gene had seen nothing else of the world. He had 
visited only a few of the 48 states. Herman has traveled 
much of the world, in peace and war. All his ex
perience, and the workings of what is actually a first
rate mind, tell him the truth: that Georgia and the 
South must face up to the present. The past, the teach
ings of his father, wrestle with truth and experience in 
his mind, and this, too, is part of his frustration. 

His actual administration has broken no records, but 
it has been surprisingly quiet and orderly. When Ku 
Klux violence flared, he urged the sheriffs to enforce 
the law, and he offered the help of the Georgia Bureau 
of Investigation. Old Gene in similar circumstances 
did nothing, merely saying, "Things like th:1t happen 
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now and then." It is officially on record that one land
owner, arrogant and insolent from long years of being 
bigger than the law in his rural county, recently ap
pealed to Governor Talmadge for help in a racial con
troversy in which he had brought about the arrest .of 
Negro tenants. He didn't get it. "Damned if I don't 
believe Herman is getting to be a nigger-lover," said 
the white man, defeated and stripped of "face" in his 
own county. 

Talmadge has made some excellent appointments, 
and has surprised everyone by refusing to interfere 
with the actions of his subordinates. V/hile there have 
been the usual number of cases of patronage, some 
of them involving raw firings, there has been little 
granting of special privilege, and no looting-partly 
because Herman dislikes his job and detests making 
decisions. 

He is happiest on the 1,000-acre farm his father left 

u 

him. The farm, a $25,000 gift~rateful admirers 
to Old Gene, which was left to Hermad in bad physical 
condition, lies two miles from Lovejoy, a whistle stop 
25 miles south of Atlanta. Old Gene ha·d ruthlessly cut 
the timber from it and left the soil badly eroded. The 
110-year-old house was in sorry state. Young Talmadge 
remodeled the house, and today the farm is one of the 
finest in Georgia. There has been no effort to make a 
show place of it. His cattle are not highly bred, but a 
good, money-making herd that constantly is improving. 
It is here that Herman is happiest; he is a natural 
farmer, as his father was not. 

To be sure, the Governor is still a Talmadge, still 
basically a reactionary, a paradox whom Capitol re
porters, who like him, call a fugitive from a psychia
trist's couch. What he will be in 1950 is a question 
neither he, his friends, nor his enemies. can answer 
today. 

THAILAND: PEACE AND PROSPERITY 
AMERICANS WERE STARTLED the 
other day by a statement made by a 

In recent years, control of the by Waltel' L. Bl'lggs 
country has alternately been in the 

hands of Field Marshal Phibun Songgram and Nai 
Pridi Phanomyong. Pbibun has been in power since 
1947, despite various attempts by Pridi to take con
trol by violence. Songgram has a black mark on his 
record, the fact that he collaborated with the Japanese; 
he was compelled to do so, he says. Pridi, on the other 
hand, was leader of the underground resistance to the 
Japanese. The situation is complicated by the fact that 
Pridi, now in exile, is wanted for the murder of King 
Ananda Mahidol in 1946. 

doctor from Thailand (Siam, if you are old-fashioned) 
who is now visiting this country. Dr. Sem Pring-Puang
Geo said that the Thailand authorities are disturbed be
cause so many people in that country eat too much. 
Disorders of the digestive system are high on the 
national list of maladies. 

Surprising as this may seem to most Americans, it is 
no news to those who have visited Thailand, o'ne of 
the few bright spots in Southeast Asia. It has the high
est standard of living in this part of the world. The 
people share the fruits of a flourishing national econ
omy-based on rice, rubber, teak and tin-that last 
year earned four times as many American dollars as the 
country spent. You do not need to work very long or 
hard to earn the cost of a bowl of rice and a sarong; 
everyone has plenty of time to spend at the convivial 
temple fairs. 

Alone in Southeast Asia, Thailand has escaped even 
an attempt at a Communist uprising. Red flags abound, 
to be sure, but they indicate government liquor stores. 
There are but a handful of Siamese Communists, and 
they seem ineffectual. Bangkok has the only Russian 
diplomatic mission in this part of the world, and it is 
merely a legation. Western diplomats, scrutinizing the 
Russians wi·th a c:old eye, have been unable to spedfy 
any improper action. 

Walter t. 'riggs is a free-/once writer who recently mode an ex
tended lour ol the Orient. 

Phi bun has surprised Western observers with the 
moderation of his administration. (When he was pre
v·iously in power he was a good deal of · a martinet.)' 
Thailand has only the rudiments of Western democ
racy, but these Phibun has preserved in some degree. 
A special problem is the three million Chinese immi
grants, one-sixth of the total population. Most of them 
have been Nationalists, but with the Communist victory 
in China, they might easily swing over to the hammer 
and sickle. Phibun has restricted further Chinese im
migration and has tightened control of the borders of 
Malaya, Burma and French Indo-China. 

More real than the Communist threat, to most Sia
mese, is the failure of their young king, Phumiphon 
Aduldet, to come home from Switzerland to rule them. 
Phumiphon is the brother of the late King Ananda, 
and many believe he is stringing out his Swiss school
ing for fear of meeting his brother's fate. 
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HAROLD L. ICKES : ResponsibJJify for a Sfrong Ben ell 

JN NOMINATING Governor \X'illiam H. Hastie of the 

Virgin Islands for the US Circuit Court of Appeals in 

Philadelphia, and former Solicitor General Charles 

Fahy of New Mexico for the District Circuit Court, 

President Truman could not have done better. From 

every point of view, the nominees are outstanding. Ap

pointments such as these, as well as those of John F. X. 

McGohey as US Judge for the Southern District of 

New York and H. Nathan Swaim, to succeed Justice 

Sherman Minton on the 7th Circuit bench in Chicago, 

are such as to give the people greater confidence in the 

federal courts. 
When these appointments are contrasted with cer

tain others during preceding years, they are little less 

than brilliant. I am willing to assume that a number of 

the other recent nominations have been at least of a 

good average. However, the very fact that it has been 

possible to find judges of the stature and caliber of 

Fahy and Hastie makes the savor of a Bazelon all the 

more unpleasant. 
David L. Bazelon has been nominated for the US 

Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia. What a 

choice was this, my countrymen! When the Supreme 

Court had to make a forced landing so that Tom C. 

Clark might step aboard, I took comfort in the thought 

that every future appointment to the federal courts 

" "ould represent an upturn from that all-time low. 

A~ an Assistant US Attorney General, Bazelon has 

been in charge of Alien Property. The Judiciary Com

mittee of the Senate ought to, but will not, require an 

explanation of this appointment. Attorney General 

Clark labored mightily last winter to place Bazelon 

upon the US Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago. He 

telephoned frantically to Colonel Jacob M. Arvey, 

Cook County Democratic chairman, Mayor Martin H. 

Kennelly and former Mayor Edward J. Kelly, in behalf 

of Bazelon. In \'\'asbington, he laid siege to Senators 

Lucas and Douglas of Illinois. None of these yielded 

to his demands. The opinion of many political leaders 

in Illinois, as well as of numerous lawyers, was that 

Bazelon lacked the qualifications to be a US Circuit 

Court Judge. 
Although rejecting Bazelon, the two Illinois Sena· 

tors were willing to accept for the Circuit Court in 

Chicago a man who, although of good character, was 

generally regarded as lacking the necessary legal back

ground for that important post. The fortunate candi

date happened to be the brother of the editor of a 

Chicago newspaper who, understandably, actively pro-

moted a candidacy about which he might have had 

doubts if it had not been for the fraternal tie. 

Recently, Congress passed a law creating a number 

of new federal judgeships, several of them in the Dis· 

trict of Columbia. Even after he had himself been 

made a member of the Supreme Court, Clark continued 

to wage a political campaign in behalf of Bazelon. Sur· 

prisingly, Senators Lucas and Douglas were quite will· 

ing to endorse for the Circuit Court in \Y/ ashington the 

Bazelon whom they did not regard as being qualified 

for the same court in Chicago. This, despite the fact 

that the Circuit Court of the District is much more im· 

portant than that of Chicago. It would seem that a 

particular obligation lay upon the Illinois Senators to 

protect the important District bench from a Chicago re· 

ject. When it came to the Bazelon nomination, Senators 

Lucas and Douglas observed a moratorium of their 

duty to the people. "Am I my brother's keeper?" they 

queried in unison. They even ignored the fact that, in 

1948, Bazelon gave money to the Senatorial candidate 

of the Chicago Tribune, "Curly" Brooks. They were 

able to rise above the remissness of Bazelon in contribut· 

ing (as he hoped) to the defeat of Senator Douglas 

and therefore, necessarily, to that of President Truman. 

So far as lhls deplorable appointment is concerned, 

I feel that President Truman has been imposed upon. 

One can hardly feel critical of the President for yield

ing to Justice Clark and Senators Lucas and Douglas 

on a candidate for a high judicial office as to whom 

they were probably lacking in frankness. It was also 

understandable that Attorney General McGrath would 

hesitate to question a nomination in which his prede

cessor, for some reason not yet explained, was so 

deeply interested. The most disturbing aspect of the 

whole matter is that Associate Justice Clark should 

continue to play politics from the Supreme Court and 

that two leading Democratic Senators should help to 

palm off on the highly important District Circuit Court 

a man who was not good enough for Chicago. 

Certainly, the Senate would do well to investigate 

closely Bazelon's conduct of the Office of Alien 

Property while, at the same time, scrutinizing carefully 

Justice Clark's almost feverish eagerness to kick one 

of his former assistants upstairs. But, of course, the 

Senate will do nothing of the sort in view of the fact 

that Senator McCarran of Nevada is. still its boss and 

has a candidate for tl1e lush job that Bazelon will 

vacate. HAROLD L. ICKES 
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BOOKS IN REVIEW 

THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISM 

wHEN FEUDAL SOCIETY was disin
tegrillting, Adam Smith analyzed the 
workings of the rising capitalist so
ciety, and showed its superiority in 
economy, morals and education. There 
is need for a similar theorist of so
cialism today, and many of his friends 
hope that Paul Sweezy, who (in 
Seymour Harris' words) is "the lead-

SOCIALISM, by Paul M. Sweezy 
(McGraw-Hill; $3.50). 

ing Marxian w the United States," 
will yet do the job. The present book, 
Socialism, is a preliminary effort along 
these lines, with reference especially 
to current developments in Europe. 

In his clear, non-technical style, 
Sweezy describes the present operations 
of socialism in the Soviet Union, Great 
Britain and Eastern Europe. His ac
count of the history, economics and 
philosophy of the socialist movement 
is a masterly summation. The con
cluding chapters are an attempt at 
answering the basic questions whether 
socialism can allocate its resources 
rationally, provide adequate incentives 
for work and achieve an expansion of 
human freedom. 

The future of socialism, as Sweezy 
sees it, lies with the Soviet model. He 
welcomes its total planning, and does 
not take seriou Jy such 'efforts as those 
of Oscar lange to devise a combina
tion of competitive mechanism with 
public ownership. There is an imma
nent tendency, Sweezy holds, "for 
partial planning to become comprehen
sive planning." 

This preference for total planning 
leads Sweezy to a low estimate of the 
prospects for British socialism. The 
Labour Government, in his opinion, 
has no underlying program of eco
nomic planning, and has accepted only 
those measures of nationalization 
which British capitalism can dige:rt:. 
Sweezy regards the nationalization of 
the iron and steel industry as the cru-

by ·Lewis S. Feuer 

cia! test of the Labour Party, but be
lieves that "the process of socialization 
has already come to a halt." His final 
conclusion is that the labour Party has 
renounced socialism in favor of eco
nomic dependence on the United States. 

Sweezy's hope for the future of in
ternational socialism is translated into 
the faith that the Cominform will be 
a meeting place for "more or less equal 
parties in a common enterprise." 
Cominform policy, he believes, will 
tend toward a further appreciation of 
human liberties, for its headquarters is 
in Belgrade, "which, in east-west 
terms, is about halfway between Mos
cow and Paris." The greatest achieve
ment of the Communist movement 
however, has not been in Europe: as 
Sweezy notes, its historic contribution 
has been to introduce socialist ideas 
into the colonial and backward regions 
of the world. 

Those who accept the rigid axioms 
of orthodox Marxian ideology will be 
sympathetic to Sweezy's analysis; most 
American liberals will judge that his 
work does not jibe with their sense 
of evidence. History ·has plural lines 
of development, and the Cominform 
ideology does not seem to fit the pat
terns of change in advanced, demo
cmtic countries. Stalin was less doc
trinaire than Sweezy when he told a 
labour Party delegation that Britain 
was traveling toward socialism in a 
"roundabout British way" and with the 
advantages of peaceful transition. 

The Cominform meanwhile has 
evolved in a manner that has scarcely 
justified Sweezy's confidence. Sweezy 
placed much hope in Gomulka's theory 
of people's democracy as a synthesis 
of socialist economics and the values 
of liberal-bourgeois democracy. Some 
months before this book was pub
lished, Gomulka's theory was dis-

carded, and "people's democracy" was 
redefined as a dictatorship in which the 
leadership of the Soviet Communist 
Party is acknowledged. And the Com
inform has moved to Bucharest. 

Sweezy's chapter on socialism in 
Eastern Europe is confined to a de
scription of economic planni-ng in 
Poland. His omission of socialism, in 
Yugoslavia is a curious one, because 
that country raises sharply the prob
lems of international trade between 
socialist countries. What does the 
theory of international socialism make 
of Tito's statement that, so long as 
capitalist trade exists among socialist 
states, one of them may try to profit 
at the expense of another, more back
ward country? These are the problems 
which one expects to be clarified by a 
socialist theorist with a sense of the 
future. 

'Sweezy's theoretic base approximates 
a form of economic determinism, 
which leads to what we might call "the 
fallacy of the economic technician." 
He is not much concerned with prob
lems of civil and intellectual liberties, 
because he assumes that with a stable, 
planned, socialist economy, such is
sues will dissolve. When, for example, 
Sweezy discusses how socialism will 
deal with discrimination, he writes: 
"The socialist answer is simple. Dis
crimination is never economically bene
ficial to a community as a whole." The 
latter statement is an admirable truism, 
but it is of little avail against the 
fact that a planned economy could 
discriminate to the benefit of one racial 
group as against others. The racial bias, 
for example, of South African labor 
makes one skeptical of any doctrine 
that envisages the automatic, altruistic 
functioning of sccialist economy. 

The Marxian theory of the state is 
likewise accepted wholeheartedly by 
Sweezy. It takes on for him something 
of the status of an unverifiable dogma. 
On the basis of this theory, Marxians 
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in 1942 generally predicted that the 

elimination of Nazism would be fol

lowed by the relaxation of Soviet state 

control over intellectual and polit:ical 

life. Although Soviet developments 

have belied this forecast, Marxians 

adhere to the doctrine, which then be

comes more of a rationalization than a 

scientific t11eory. It cloaks the strident 

tone which leads even Sweezy to de

clare that the Bolsheviks, as serious 

builders of socialism, cannot afford to 

think of individual liberties. 

Total planning, as Sweezy says, can 

be "rational" in its allocation of re

sources. Nevertheless, we must stop to 

notice that "rational" is used in a 

technical sense which does not exclude 

the employment, for instance, of coolie 

or forced labor, and ·it is unfortunate 

tlut Sweezy is little interested in al

ternative modes of planning that offer 

greater promise for human freedom. 

A body of socialist theory is evi

dently developing whose connection 

with actualities is as remote as that 

which held between laissez-faire theory 

and capitalist realities. Sweezy believes 

that he can be a scientist of revolution. 

\Vould it were so. But, in human af- · 

tairs, if you rely unguardedly on a 

general theory, you will find that even 

a minor flaw may lead to catastrophe. 

Such, for instance, were the reflections 

of Jewish Marxians in the Warsaw 

ghetto who had entrusted their peo

ple's lives to a faith in the revolut:ion

ary capacities of the int\!rnational 

working class. 
After 1945, with the defeat of viru

lent fascism, liberals no longer could 

be confronted with an either-or choice. 

The problem now became: what kind 

of sociaiism do we want? Just as there 

have been different kinds of capitalist 

societies, so there are a variety of so

cialist forms. While the fascist incubus 

was present, the question of the defects 

of Soviet socialism was subordinate. 

Liberals are now recovering areas of 

free choice. The task of socialist theory 

is, then, to work out safeguards for 

individual liberties instead of exorcis

ing the problem by verbal formulas. 

Lewis S . Feuer is ossi.stonl profeuor of 

philosophy ol Vouor Co/lege. 
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HO~SICK O'HARA 

11. RAGE TO LIVE, by John O'Hara 

(Random House; $3.7 5). 

IF JOHN o'HARA had not overesti

mated the power of a woman his new, 

jumbo novel might well have been 

worth the honest effort and all the 

hard, clear writing he has put into it. 

Fifteen years ago, with the publication 

of Appointment in Samarra, he 

showed that he was already the master 

of a frugal, penetrating style which 

could make brilliant use of idiom, that 

his ear was the best in the business, 

and that he had a sure, instinctive 

knowledge of the dog beneath the 

skin. He has put all of these things 

into A Rage to Live, as he put them 

into that first novel, but with the dif

ference that there they were integrated 

and useful, fitted indispensably into 

the falling arc of Julian English's life; 

in this new book they are scattered and 

unassimilated, divided between what 

was intended to be a sort of Middle

town in Transition and a heroine 

whose rage to live, it would seem, was 

more specifically a rage to love. 

Grace Caldwell Tate was a high

born lady with a low boiling point. 

For two generations the Caldwells had 

been the leading county family and 

the social arbiters of Fort Penn, a 

Pennsylvania town which, except for 

O'Hara's somewhat truculent dis· 

claimer, might easily be mistaken for 

Harrisburg. Although the Caldwells 

lived on a farm, they lived in solid 

elegance; they owned the local news

paper, their holdings went deep into 

the city and, as far as Fort Penn was 

concerned, their example was absolute . 

When Grace Caldwell married an im

peccable New Yorker named Sidney 

Tate in 1903, the Tates continued the 

tradition. 
By 1917 Grace was a handsome ma

tron, mother of two children, "with 

Pleasures too refin' d to please; with too 

much spirit to be e'er at ease." When 

she arrogantly embarked upon an af

fair with a local building contractor, 

Sidney disdainfully withdrew from :her 

and, shortly after, died of polio, an 

elegant, upright and embittered man 
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who welcomed death because his way 

of life had fallen into disuse and his 

way of marriage could not rational

ize infidelity. For Grace, widowhood 

proved more stimulant than sedative, 

and when the book ends she has been 

driven from Fort Penn by the open 

scandal of her affair with a married 

newspaperman. On the last page, how

ever, in a brief telephone conversation 

reported by O'Hara, she gives every 

indication that her Indian summer will 

show little drop in temperature. 

The astonishing thing about A Rage 

to Live is that O'Hara, who has al

most always written with such insight 

that I had begun to think that no one 

was safe from him, could have done 

such a thin job on his heroine. She 

is neither wholly understood nor satis

factorily explained, and all the good 

writing and the precise, disclosing dia

logue that have been spent on her do 

not succeed in making her come alive. 

O'Hara knows so much about his own 

generation, and he can do so much so 

the process of "Americanization," of 

wh"ch many of us today are a product. 

It has been dealt with in an extensive 

literature of autobiographies and nov

els, largely unfamiliar to contemporary 

readers, but it has been notably ig

nored by modern social historians, 

most of whom have done little more 

than state that such a process took 

place. The merit of Ernst's study is 

that it shows how Americanization 

actually operated. 

In 1825, the Erie Canal first joined 

New York City with the West. Man

hattan's population was then slightly 

in excess of 150,000, of whom about 

11 percent were aliens. At the out

break of the Civil War, Manhattan 

had more than 800,000 residents, and 

48 percent of them were foreign born. 

During the intervening 35 years, New 

York had become the world's greatest 

immigrant port and the nation's com

merc ial metropolis. The opening of 

the Erie Canal accounted for the be-
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ginning of this transfor 1ation. The 

outbreak of the savage draft riots of 

1863, with which Ernst doses his 

study, was an e.:'l:pression of working

class discontent in which the immi

grants, a preponderant majority of that 

class, demonstrated their resentment of 

an underprivileged status. 

The process of Americanization-of 

assimilation into a society itself in a 

state of flux-was thus neither as 

swift nor as immediately uccessful as 

patriotic tradition makes out. The 

journey from Castle Garden, through 

the brutalizing squalor of the slums, 

to comparative economic security and 

social acceptance often took the life

time of three generations. In a series 

of vividly written chapters, Ernst 

traces its principal stages: the immi

grant's arrival and settlement; tene

ment life; employment as unskilled 

labor and subsequent penetration into 

industry; the gaining of a foothold in 

trade, business and the professions. 

His discussion of the relations of 

superbly with so little, that one would--------------------------------

think he could handle a lady like ~ 

Grace Tate. She emerges as a refur- """~ ~t 
bished cliche, a remodeled Iris Storm; ~ 

a miscast leading lady who spoils what J) ~ ;_::; 
~~~~~~~~~ t '0 

might have been a good play. ~g ~~~ 
There is a lot of good writing in 

this book. It is set in O'Hara's coun- ~ 
try; he came from there, and at times efJ 
he can be brilliantly homesick. He can efJ 
use the straight, brutal, board-fence efJ 
sexual idiom with such honesty that, efJ 
while it shocks, it is not offensive. efJ 
There are a great many minor char· efJ r~ , 

acters; some of them are wonderful efJ (§) 
and all of them are better than the 

heroine. But a lot of the local boys 

around Fort Penn . were impressed by 

Grace Tate, and I'd say one of them was 

O'Hara. JOHN WOODBURN 

VIA CASTLE GARDEN 

IMMIGRANT LIFE IN NEW YORK CITY: 

1825·1863, by Robert Ernst (The 

Columbia University Press; $4.50). 

IN FEWER THAN two hundred pages, 

this sober, scholarly book illuminates 

one of the most dramatic episodes in 

our history. Robert Ernst's theme is 

I say advisedly that this is one of t!te most 

brilliantly written, highly informative and 

fascinatingly interesting books ever published 

about the South. ~ 

U1rmt~-__ ~ l! ·fJl 
by V. 0. KEY, Jr. 

~ An on-the-scene, off-the-record, panoramic, state-by

state survey of the realities of Southern politics today-by 

Southerners for all Americans to read and ponder. 

Virginia, Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, Georgia, South 

Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, North Carolina, Mississippi 

and Texas. Nearly 700 fascinating pages. 

$6.00 wherever books are sold 

Write for the Borzoi fall catalogue 
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immigrant and ative workers, and the 

developing pa ern of labor organiza

tion is excelle t. He is especially in

teresting in d .scribing the formation 

of "foreign" claves within the city; 

the complex effects produced by 

dmrch, school, foreign-language press 

and libraries; the methods by which 

the Democratic Party enlisted the im

migrant vote. A talent for the selection 

of relevant detail, and for lively char

acterization of many forgotten but sig

nificant personalities, distinguishes 

Ernst among research scholars. 
LLOYD MORRIS 

Lloyd A1orris is the author of Not So long 

Ago, just published, Postscript t? Yesterday 

and The Rebellious Puritan, a b•ogrophy of 

Nathaniel Hawtl1orne. 

BRIEF COMMENT 

The Rock Pool, by Cyril Connolly 
(New Directions; $1.50). 

People familiar with Cyril Co?nolly 
as the editor of Horizon are remmded, 
by its republication, of a novel he wrote 
about fifteen years ago. A young Ox
ford man with literary pretensions, one 
Edward Naylor ("neither very intelli
gent nor especially likeable"), is vaca-

What's behind the 
new strikes? ~-

Unions aM 
Capitalism 

by 
CfUilLES JE. LINDBLOM 

A brilliant young Yale 
professor "has brought 
into the open a problem 
which demands careful 
exploration by all con
cerned with or inter
ested in the end-product 
of the power drive of 
America11. trade union
ism. This, in line, means 
all of us." 

--Satv:rday Review 

h allltoobtore& • $3.75 

YALE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

tionin<> on the Riviera when he comes 
across"' a colony of assorted bohemians 
which he feels worth looking into. He 
looks into it, from the superior position 
of the detached observer, as into a rock 
pool, "a microcosm cut off from the 
ocean by the retreating economic tide." 
The stranded contents of the pool are 
the usual bizarre lot, colh:ctively famil
iar and difficult to distinguish one from 
another. What it all comes to is that 
they, immersed in their native element, 
somehow survive, while Naylor, In1-

mersed but not acclimated, is lost. 
When they shift to winter quarters, be 
stays behind, broke and imbibing Pernod 
at an accelerating rate. 

The book is a chic little piece whose 
language admirably controls its tone 
(e. g., "The sky was a spittoon full of 
small phlegm-coloured clouds"). It is 
often amusing, always arch and clever, 
and usually wrong-not so much in its 
pronouncements (which are many), but 
wrong like a witticism that doesn't quite 
come off. 

Many Dimensions and War in 
Heaven, by Charles Williams (Pel

legrini and Cudahy; $3 each). 

With these books, four novels of the 
late Charles Williams are now pub
lished in this country. For want of a 
better descriptive term, they have been 
called religious, but they are not on 
conventional religious themes, they are 
not exactly allegories, they are not ex-

NEW REPUBLIC 

actly preachments. They are contempo
rary fantasies moving between (and 
often equating) the poles of natural 
psychology and Christian dogma. The 
conflict is between the good (usually 
the religious) man and the evil-not 
the irreligious in the sense of the ~n
believer, the agnostic or the merely In

different-for the opposite number to 
the God-fearing is the Satanist. The 
struggle is always well-defined: in 
Many Dimensiom ,it is for a fabulous 
stone, brought to England from the 
(mysterious) East, and conferring o_n 
its possessor godlike powers. I_n w:-ar 111 

Heaven the object of contentiOn IS the 
Holy Grail, discovered in a rural vicar
age, stolen, pursued and recovered. 

Of the author's available novels these 
two seem the weakest. They may be so 
in fact (although it is hard to distin
guish among books so similar), but I 
suspect it is rather that as it grows fa
miliar, Williams' spell wears thin. T. S. 
Eliot has recommended the books as 
"thrillers"-and they certainly qualify 
in the conventional sense, even to such 
props as the Evil Scientist. But the 
thrills, while occasionally genuine, de
pend too heavily on "something extreme 
and terrible," specified only by abstrac
tions in capital letters. While the posi
tives of the novels, though more 
specific, are even less dramatically con
vincing, they are discovered as an in
genious, though bluff, commonsensible 
Christianity, reminiscent of the eminent 

Chesterton at his worst. J. F. 

ON THE A I R: Colol' lol' What? 

TELEVISION has brought rapture to 

Washington. It happened while the 

Federal Communications Commission, 

flanked by assorted scientists, tech

nologists and other experts, was trying 

to decide between the conflicting 

claims of RCA and CBS. 

Each of these firms-others are in 

the battle also--contends that its sys

tem of broadcasting television, in full 

color is superior. To prove their 

claims, the two giants broadcast special 

color programs f·or the FCC and a 

chosen few others. 

During one of its innings, CBS 

called upon esthetics to aid science 

and commerce. A lovely model, featur

ing a bright-red, billowy skirt with 

generous flare, whirled and pirouetted 

before the special cameras. Offset 

against the primary colors which made 

up her costume were delicately tinted 

veils which she waved gracefully, 

proving the camera's sensitivity to 

pastels. She to~k one extra turn. May

be a cable or some other piece of 

studio equipment was in the way. The 

skirt came off. The blue of her panties 

and vhe pink of her confusion came 

through faithfully. 

Thus, television's second season of 

full-scale commercial existence, and 

the first from which exciting program 

developments might have been ex

pected, starts off as the Year of the 

Big Blush. So far, not an experimental 

deviation has marked video's straight 

path toward radio's general mediocrity. 

J 
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Except for isolated instances which 

occupy a pitifully small segment of the 

broadcast day, radio has on the whole 

been given over to a race between 

merchants and moral innocents. Now 

television is going the same way. 

Eighty-eight percent of the country's 

broadcast audience still tunes in only 

to radio. There are yet only 82 tele

vision stations on the air and they 

cover only the larger cities. The radio 

listeners are suckers, allowing their 

interests to be neglected by the broad

casters. But the biggest losers are the 

potential TV audiences of tomorrow. 

Sooner or later there will be color TV, 

and around the corner is the three

dimensional picture. TV's possibilities, 

all agree, are limitless as a medium 

for the enrichment of American cul

ture and as a tool for education. But 

what interests our TV planners most is 

putting war paint on Milton Berle. 

Berle, if you are interested, has 

fear of losing an iota of glamor, the 

scripter's credit was carefully avoided, 

only Fitzgerald being featured as the 

writer. As noted here before, television 

doesn't want scripts built by artists; it 

wants only carpenters. 

"Studio One" put on Kipling's 

"The light That Failed" (amusingly 

enough, for Westinghouse), while 

"Ford Theatre" dug up the dated Ben 

Hecht-Charles Mac Arthur satire, 

"Twentieth Century." Another time, 

"Studio One" gave "The Storm." Mar

sha Hunt did an excellent job as the 

star in the adaptation of the McKnight 

Malmar story, but that fatuous excur

sion into quasi-psychology was hardly 

worth the efforts of Miss Hunt or the 

excellent production ted1niques spent 

on it by the program's head man, 

Worthington Miner. 

The television networks are willing 

enough to pay for music. They have 

::tl 

just made a contract with the American 

Society of Composers, Authors and 

Publishers, pledging a *fty percent

age of gross annual income for the 

privilege of using musical scores and 

lyrics licensed by ASCAP. I submit 

that dramatic writing is worth as 

much. Or does TV fear that original 

dramatic writing might prove too 

adult for .the sponsors? 

There is some mature fare on the 

TV screen; but far from enough to 

pile into a sizable sop. "The Author 

Meets the Critics," now on ABC-TV, 

Mondays at 7:30, often produces in

telligent discussion of current books. 

Authors on the mat recently have been 

Max Lerner, Merle Miller and Mil

lard Lampell. Sometimes the discus

sion grows hot, and, on the whole, this 

is a sensible and grown-up way of 

bringing book talk to the air. 

SAUL CARSON 

slipped. By default, he is still the;------------------------------

§~·j;}:l~1~;1'gt:~f~~:~:I Ha.l:~;,J~,~~·~::~~~::~:~~h~~::::::='] 
second time. This year, in all probabil- fi 
ity, the funniest TV comedian will be 
Ed Wynn, who has started off in a re

laxed mood with a new progran1 on 

CBS (Thursdays at nine). But it is sig

nificant that once more TV has had to 

go t<:> the shelf for its talent. 

Thel'e al'e a lew good programs on 

TV. The best of these, in the drama 

department, are NBC's "Philco Tele

vision Playhouse" (Sundays at nine); 

two full hours on CBS: "Ford The

atre," every other Friday at nine; and 

"Studio One," every Monday at ten. 

The best thing about these programs 

is, as a rule, the acting and production. 

The plays ~re always adaptations. 

Writing is being overlooked by 

television. Joseph Liss was allowed 

recently to tinker with F. Scott Fitz

gerald's The Last Tycoon. The 

script, therefore, was billed as a work 

, "based upon" (not "adapted from") 

the original. But that happened only 

because Fitzgerald never finished his 

last novel. And even here, in apparent 
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r 0 V IllS a The lmllall9e Mule 

ture, the American distributors would 

have hesitated to jeopardize his repu· 

tation with this potboiler. Now it is 

merely a question of squeezing his 

name dry. 

THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT on the 

screen at present is "The Heiress," 

Paramount's handsomely produced, ex

cellently cast transcript of the stage 

play from Henry James's Washington 

Sqt~are. Ralph Richardson dominates 

the narrative in the role of the emi

nent New York physician who thinks 

irony a useful tone to employ toward a 

daughter who is failing to come for

ward as rapidly as he had hoped. Per

haps from his example, perhaps from 

the direction of William Wyler, Olivia 

de H.lVilland, as the very plain Miss 

Sloper, and Montgomery Clift, as her 

too amiable suitor, both surp1ss them

selves. Since, in any case, they enjoy 

two of the best talents in Hollywood, 

the level of "The Heiress" is sensa

tionally good. 
But even though it is a pleasant 

novelty to recommend a big Holly

wood picture, it is impossible to work 

up any real enthusiasm for "The Heir

ess." It is admirably done, it is supe

rior entertainment; it is also a literal 

translation of a play that w1s itself a 

dubious adaptation. The authors of 

"The Heiress," in order to fashion 

something that would "phy," had to 

coarsen a story whose quality lay in 

the delicacy of its perceptions and the 

quietness of its torments. Emotional 

violence was introduced to provide 

action, and the characters, particular! y 

Catherine Sloper, were forced into im

plausible gestures to provide good cur

tains. 
Of course, none of this is the re

sponsibility of the mov ie makers, who 

are merely walking in the footsteps of 

their Broadway masters. That is what 

is so discouraging. When Hollywood 

is content to spend its best energies on 

producing an imitation of an approxi

mation of an acknow !edged work of 

art, its imagination and daring are not 

likely to make your blood pound. 

When lJ was ~~~ade, which was 

some years ago, "Strangers in the 

House" r~s conceived as a quick and 
I 

,I l 
·' 

sure-fire money maker. It offers in com

bination Raimu, one of France's most 

effective actors, and Georges Simenon, 

one of France's best mystery writers, 

and it displays both men performing 

almost contemptuously below their 

abilities. The yarn of the sodden 

criminal lawyer who forswears the 

bottle to save his daughter 's fi.1nce 

from the ga·llows and who takes the 

occasion of his spectacular rehabilita

tion to flay his enemies and tormenters 

is the ultimate set-up for a man of 

Raimu's gifts. He walks through the 

part with the eyebrow-waggling scorn 

that good actors usually bestow on 

tripe. 
There are some good moments in 

"Strangers in the House" because 

Raimu cannot be consistently uninter

esting and because, when he is in a 

picture, the supporting cast must be 

better than average if it is not to look 

idiotic. But as long as Raimu was alive 

and might yet make another fine pic-

''Ma-,ter of Bankdam" is also sec

ond-rate, another of those Victorian 

family epics that the manufacturers of 

Galsworthy imitat ions turn out for J. 

Arthur Rank at so much the yard. 

Brother's hand is raised against brother 

through generations of a great mill

owning dynasty until finally sturdy 

honesty prevails over scheming self

pride. You can pass the time by 

guessing the details in advance, but it's 

a p.litry amusement. 

Be warned against "Blue Lagoon," 

Rank's current Technicolor offering. 

This monument to unbecoming inno

cence concerns the adventures of a 
pair of English tykes who are washed 

up on a deserted tropic island and who 

haYe the devil's own time working out 

the facts of life when they attain an 

age for such data. The picture also 

contai ns one octopus trained to wrestle, 

a pair of rascally pearl hunters and a 

treetop apartment that would grace 

HouJe Bea11lij11/. ROBERT HATCH 

MUSIC : Foreign Records 

RECORDINGS made abro.1d and mar

keted under hi therto un familiar labels 

are now reaching Amer ican record 

stores in staggering numbers. The 

magnificent "full frequency range re

cordings" of the English Decca com

pany have been renamed "London 

ffrr," and the whole catalogue is rap

idly being made available on long

playing discs (33 1/ 3 r.p.m.), at a 

much lower price scale than that of 

the former 78 r.p.m. albums. Cetra

Soria, which has made many of the 

best full-length recordings of Italian 

operas, is now offering its repertory 

exclusively in 33 1/3 r.p.m. form, 

having decided that the bulky two and 

three-volume sets are a thing of the 

past. Capitol, which began some 

months ago to re-press many valuable 

prewar German T-elefunken records in 

78 r.p.m. albums, is also beginn ing to 

provide the same works in 33 1/3 

r.p .m. format. 
From · the technical standpoint, the 

London ffrr records are the best in the 

world. The upper frequencies are cap

tured with remarkable fidelity, the bal

ance between highs and lows is ex

pertly adjusted, and the acrid stridency 

that afflicts many American·m:~.de 

high-frequency recordings is agreeably 

absent. Even the new 45 r.p.m. RCA 

Victor reproduction, which in gener:~.l 

achieves a rounder and fuller body of 

tone than the best of the 78 r.p.m. re

sults, seldom attains the brightness 

and animation of most of the London 

records. None of Columbia's output, 

as far as I know it, has approached the 

level that is run-of-the-mill for the 

London engineers. You do not need a 

l. 
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large, expensive machine to profit from 

the advances of the British technique; 

the improvement is as notic;eable on an 

everyday model. 

The al'l!slic mel'lfs of the London 

recordings complement the technical 

ones. A recent batch of releases is 

characteristic: Ernest Ansermet the 
' 

greatest of all Debussy conductors 

gives performances, with the Orchestr; 

de la Suisse Remand, of the three or

chestral "Images" ("Rondes de Prin

temps," "Iberia," "Gigues") that are 

wo.nderful in their clarity of texture, 

lync expressivity, and pulsating move

ment. Eduard van Beinum, with the 

Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amster

dam (still one of the world's finest 

ensembles), provides an equally defin

itive version of Bartok's eloquent 

"Concerto for Orchestra." The D'Oyly 

Carte Opera Company sets forth "Trial 

by Jury" and "The Pirates of Pen

zance" with great gusto and full 

knowledge of the 70-year-old Gilbert 

and Sullivan traditions- though the 

voices of some of the elder statesmen 

in the company are getting a bit 

frayed . A "recorder and harpsichord 

r~cital" of Elizabethan and Baroque 

p1eces, played by Carl Dolmetsch and 

Joseph Saxby, recaptures the slender 

tone of the old instruments with un

usual success, and presents the music 

with appropriate artlessness. 

RESORTS 

ARRQWHEAD 
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"Turandot" is an imposing Chinese 

spectacle-piece, with massed sonorities 

rivaling those of "Aida" in the scene 

in which the Princess propounds three 

riddles for the Prince to solve if he 

':ould win her hand and escape execu

tiOn. Other recent Cetr~Soria releases 

all . authoritatively presented by capabl~ 
artists from the chief Italian opera 

h~uses,. are Bellini's "Norma" (with 

Gma C1gna and Ebe Stignani), Doni

zetti's "Lucia di Lammermoor'' (with 

th~ admirable coloratura, Lina Pagliu

ghi), and Mascagni' s milk-toast senti

mental romance, "L' Amico Fritz" 

(made attractive to American buyers, 

presumably, by the contributions of 

Ferruccio Tagliavini and his wife, Pia 

Tassinari, in the leading roles). 
CIGAKJj;'l'TES- Popular brands $15! 
carton postpaid. W•·~t of Mississippi. addpf¢ 
!H' r carton. lllln. order 3 curtons Send ch k 
or DIOHey order. King Co., Elkton 2, yJc 

C::apilol has been rather indiscrimi

nate in its choice of the Telefunken 

r~cordings it hopes the American pub

lic may want to own. Since the origi

nal masters are all a number of years 

~ld, the texture is generally unsatisfy

mg to ears accustomed to higher fre

quencies and a clearer delinelltion of 

timbres. But only Capitol can provide 

the magisterial performances of \'V'il 

lem Mengelberg, one of the greatest 

of all conductors. When Mengelberg 

conducts Strauss 's "Ein Heldenleben " 

which was dedicated to him, or Be~
thoven's "Eroica" Symphony, or even 

Tchaikovsky's "1812" Overture the 
' 

music attains a stature and complete-

DRUGS 

?L-lLE JIORJ\IONES, average 30-day suppl 
~.40; also female hormones, vitamins at Jo: 
prices. Specify your requ irements. Ace Mall 
Order Co., East Orange B, N. J. 

GEIGER COUNTER 

)lAKE your next VH~atlon trip prolltnbl .. 118 
well tlS ''!l ] oynble. 'l'al<e n OEIGE!t COUN'J'ER 
ulong. l'on u:ay yet w1n that $10.000.00 to; 
loct~tlug Uraruum ores. $i}-I .OO postpaid Great 
r,dkes P lustic Clremknl Co. Lent Rivt'r 1 
Illinois. ' • 
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SCJ~NTIFIC HAXDWRITJNO anulysla 
Alfr!'d Kaufer, (;:.! Leroy St N y C TPt' 
WA 4 · lii7~. Cooperating with iloctors ;' paychol; 
?gists. seboois, llrms, Industries. Ll'saons. HL 
.rppoi ntm ent, or mull. Ma rital educatlona 
'·ocatlonal, psychological proble'ma. PPe $3.00: 

LANGUAGES 

LING l1 A PH(} N I~ MAKES LANGlJAGF.S 
EASY. At home lenm to 8penk Spanish Por
t uguPse. ltnliau, French German, Rn'ss lan 
hy quick, easy Lluguupl10ne Conversntionni 
"!• .·t~~,<l. Snve time, work, money. s~nd ror 
I• Hl£1•. l!ook . Llnguuplroue Institute. 86 RCA 
Bldg .. :St•w York 

LITERARY SERVICES 

WRITI£RS-Eilicient s:lles service tor your 
hooks, •hol't stories. articles, plays. Fr..e 
llooklet. Write today! Daniel S Mend Llter
nry Agency, 419 4th Ave .. New York 16. N.Y. 

POSITION WANTED 

Cetra-Soria entered the long-playing 

field with a superb account of Verdi's 

"La Forza del D estino," in which 

Maria Caniglia makes touching use of 

the "pathetic" style of highly inflected 

Italian theatrical singing, which by 

now has all but disappeared from the 

inadequately cast productions of Ital

ian opera in the United States. The 

recording as a whole gives a vivid 

feeling of the opera house, even when 

the placement of the microphone dis

turbs a proper balance between voices 

and orchestra. Equally satisfactory in 

its over-all effect, though less com

mandingly sung, is Puccini's "Turan

dot," contained almost complete on 

three LP discs. The composer's last 

opera (the .final scene was completed 

after his death by Franco Alfano), 

ness few other musicians have ever 

been ,:ble to give it. And connoisseurs 

of orchestral playing will find that the 

expert style and expressive warmth of 

the prewar Concertgebouw Orchestra 

rival, and perhaps even surpass, the 

execution of any orchestra in America 

today. It pays to tolerate obsolete re

cording methods for the sake of hear

ing such exemplary ensemble pbying. 

Apart from the Mengelberg inter

pretations, the Capitol-Telefunken list 

is not yet very interesting, with one 

exception-the supremely beautiful 

Mass in C Minor, by Anton Bruckner, 

admirably presented by the Hamburg 

State Opera Chorus and Orchestra 

under the direction of Max Thurn. ' 

RAIHO NJo:WS EDITOHr-tirPd of keeping 
opinions to self. Wants publicity job w;th 
lahor or lil lt'rtl l group. Thoronghlv exper
ll'ncpd all pbusea publicity. Box 836, ':!•he Xew 
HPpuhlu:. 
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Then when each panel in a strip meets his approval, he makes a careful pencil rendering as above. 

After th!s, the pencil rendering is carefully inked in, as you see here. 

STEP BY STEP •• .• 
that's the way it's done successfully! 

AS YOU CAN SEE, Chic Young, who draws 
.t"1. the popular "Blondie" comic strip, 
goes through many steps to arrive at a 
finished cartoon. 

And, cartoonist Chic Young, together 
with millions of other smart Americans, 
will tell you that the step-by-step method 
is the easiest, surest way of doing any
thing worth while. 

Particularly, saving money. 
One of the easiest and surest ways to 

set Mide any worth while amount of 
money is to buy United States Savings 
Bonds the step-by-step method-

So set aside a regular amount week after 
week, month after month, year after year. 
Then in 10 short years you will have a 
mighty nice nest egg tucked away for you 
and your family. 

Get started now. Get your Bonds through 
Payroll Savings or at your bank or 
post office. 

AUTOMATIC SAVING IS SURE SAVING-U.S. SAVINGS BONDS 

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the ll.fagazine Publisher;; of America as a public sen·ice. 
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y YEA·R - . 9 50 
series of (our articles 

ERCY WINN R 
e coming Christmas season a Jubilee of the Ro nan Catholic 

begin in Rome. All of 1950 will be a Jubilee-a Holy Year. 

on of this great event Percy Winner, Foreign Affairs Editor 

public, has written a 12,000-word article w ich will be 

r installments, starting next week. 1\tir. Winr er has been 
e for the past six months. 

ear of 1950 he believes will be decisive forth consciences 

lies, worried about their church's use of temporil power and 

religious punishments. Catholics and non-Ca holies alike 

hat Vatican City ranks with Washington and Moscow on 

levels of political influence. The Pontiff, a wor dly ruler to 

ssadors are personally accredited, directs the policy of a 
mall in area, yet majestic in power and wealth. 

Winner points out, the Church, in preparation fbr the Holy 

ng what it is fighting for as well as agai11st. duestions of 

nd liberties, which trouble the defenders of !democra cy, 

church. Both are engaged in an implacable stru gle against 

munism and both are aware, to some degree at 1 'as t, of the 
ratic institutions arising from the protracted co fl.ict. 
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. WASHINGTON 

THE COAL and steel strikes are ap

proaching a showdown. Obviously the 

President can't let the national econ

omy go to pot, and the stock market's 

behavior shows that Wall Street has 

bet on a fairly quick settlement. The 

steel union has accepted every recom

mendation of the fact-finding boarJ, 

even those to its own seriou disad

vantage; the steel companies have re

jected them. With the CIO conven

tion starting this Sunday 

in Cleveland, Murray 

couldn't give an inch 

more if he wanted to. 

We see no way out for 

President Truman but to 

crack down on Big Steel 

and its banker-bosses. 

of the Cold War moves to Rome in 195 0, the~1 n.xieties of 
c and non-Catholic, will be, for the time, tra sferred to 

massive show of power-the millions of faithf 1 followers 

·. Peter's-will demdnstrate the remarkable ecovery of 

e of the Church no less than the gigantic ar 1aments of 

The CIO convention will probably 

eject the 11 left-wing unions, in~l~d

ing the El ectrical \'V'orkers, rem.unmg 

in its membership. The ousted un1ons 

are apt to start a third US labor feder

ation with perhaps half a mtllJOn 

members. Its life expectancy is short. 

The CIO will also send delegates to 

join with the British Tr.1de · Union 

Congress (and the A FL) to form a 

new non-Communist international la

bor federation to replace the Moscow

dominated WFTU. the military might with which Washington is ~rep a red to EDITOR: Michael Straight ' 
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dditional cost of 
,f a billion. Tru-

Johnson all say 
llillbcr of planes. 
her Truman will 
or not. 
irals' mutiny over 
)ils down to the 
1s never accepted 
m under civilian 
will get a dimin-
defense budget. 
billion for this 

next, and is split 
Navy and Air 

sensitivity partly 
iscovery of how 
posed battleships: 
off. It may mean 

utdated as cavalry. 

:equest of Justice 
1ent on the anti
[enderson v. U.S. 
I till December, 
e Court. You will 
cial case in which 
1cies, the ICC and 
~nt, are locked in 
ICC supports the 
>boleth of "sepa
:ies" for Negroes 
ullman-car dining 
1 fenced off by a 
.rtain. The Justice 
'' tqual" service 

ervice; it is strik
:al basis of feder
Crow laws. The 

:1 at the Depart
a, which came al
ec brief chanced 
k of able, veteran 
lawyer Charles H. 
amended a fight. 
ce social document 
es to be a classic. 

: voters of Idaho 
Guard isolationist 
' after six years in 
stead sent liberal 
~ler. Miller died, 
Governor has just 
\lace--guess who? 

T. R. B. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Due Process on the Camp us 

SIR: Henry Steele Commager's article 
on "Red-Baiting in the Colleges" 
(July 25), suggests that more harm than 
good is done to academic freedom when 
a university tracks down and dismisses 
the "subversives" on its campus. He 
was taking as his example the recent 
trial of six faculty members at the Uni
versity of Washington which resulted in 
the dismissal of three persons (two of 
them acknowledged members of the 
Communist Party) and placing the re
maining three on "probation." Mr. 
Commager expressed several misconcep
tions about the trial that it is important 
to correct. 

1. He assumes the University of 
Washington was investigating subver
sive activities among its faculty mem
bers. 

The University did not investigate 
subversive activities, and there was no 
hearing on the competence, honesty, in
tegrity, scholarship or neglect of duty, 
as such, of any of the six persons ac
cused. Early in the hearings the admin
istration attorneys were asked: "Is there 
factually any contention to be advanced 
in this case that any of the persons 
charged are incompetent in the sense 
that they do not possess the necessary 
scholarship in their particular field?" 
The answer was: "No, except as that is 
implied from their participation in the 
Communist Party." 

In a sense the defendants did not get 
a hearing at all, for the administration 
was trying the Communist Party, and 
presented as its major witnesses stran
gers to the University and its faculty. 
They sought Budenz, but had to be 
satisfied with Joe Zack Kornfeder and 
Benjamin Gitlow. Rebuttal witnesses 
were discredited by President Allen and 
the administration with this logic: (a) 
a present member of the Communist 
Party cannot be believed; (b) a Marxist 
who has not been a party member can
not know the facts; (c) only expelled 
members of the Communist Party can 
give credible and relevant testimony, 
even though they may be shown to be 
lying. 

2. Mr. Commager asserts that at least 
the hearings meticulously followed "due 
p_rocess" . and the accused had every 
nght. Th1s was true only in a very nar
row technical sense, as seen by these 
two illustrations: 

After the first defendant had pre
sented colleagues and students as wit
nesses in his behalf, Attorney Hilen, for 
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the a ministration, remarked: "We 
haven'q objected to this testimony for 
the rea,on that we ... felt that the re
sp_onde ts should be permitted, if they 
w1shed, as a matter of self-satisfaction 
~o go i to that sort of testimony. It i~ 
1m_mate ial." (Transcript, p. 1554.) The 
pnmary c~ar~e against me was alleged 
n~ember h1p _m the Communist Party. 
Smce the ev1dence did not sustain the 
false charge, recommendations for my 
dismis~al were based on other grounds, 
on which there had been no direct hear
ing an no opportunity directly to 
answer. 
New York City RALPH H. GUNDLACH 

The Baruch Plan 

s~~: ... -r:he burden of your editorial 
( The Sov1et Bomb," October 3) was 
that the Baruch Plan is "completely 
out of date" since it was "based on our 
monopoly of atomic energy. . . . It 
placed the Russian and other nations on 
probation: if they proved themselves 
capable of accepting world control, we 
\\~ould gradually relinquish our stock- · 
p1le of atomic weapons." 1 

This makes the head swim. Mr. 
Baruch proposed that a system of con
trol be agreed upon and effectuated, the 
final stage of which would be the dis
posal of existing stockpiles. . . . A few 
critics argued that this part of the 
Baruch Plan was unfair: having a mo
nopoly, the US would retain it until all 
other m~asures of control, including 
geog_rapluc surveys and mining and pro
ductiOn wntrols, had been established. 

W?ateyer i~s . earlier validity ( dubi
ous, 111 my opmwn), that criticism has 
no _foun1a.tion. whatever now that the 
Sov1et . U,ruon IS accumulating its own 
stockpile. \According to the Baruch Plan 
all existin~ stockpiles would be disposed 
of 1imult neously. In short, the effect of 
Soviet bqmb-making is precisely the 
reverse oflwhat your editorial claims .... 

Your ocher comments on the Baruch 
P!an are only a few degrees less baf
~mg. Yo~ state that there is already 
substantial agreement on inspection." 

"Substantial" is substantially ambigu
ous. The Russians have never agreed to 
more than the inspection of declared 
~acilities, except for ad hoc inspections 
111 case of specific instances of suspected 
violations .... 

You offer the suggestion that a con
vention be concluded by which the sig
natory nations agree not to use the 
atomic bomb unless they are first at
tacked. This ::ould be a mere pledge, 
the latest verswn of the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact. If this is to be relied on, why 
bother about a control system? If it is 
not to be r lied on, why propose it? .... 
Baldwin, r. Y. ROilERT TILOVE I 
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A ll' BAC:B TRBAT'Y I'OR .JAPAN 

I' OUR HUNDRED MILLION PEOPLE can be surrendered 

far more easily than a few fatal prejudices. 

Life magazine, whose responsibility for the China 

disaster is greater than that of any single force outside 

China, responds to the bankruptcy of its policies by 

proposing that they be intensified. We must "get busy," 

says Life. "We could hold all key coastal and offshore 

positions in As·ia .... We could [coordinate} U. S., 

British, Dutch, French and Portuguese policy in Asia. 

. .. We could react warmly and constructively to Quir

ino's idea of a Pacific Pact .... We could offer military 

help and advice to all areas under active or imminent 

attack by Communist-led forces, such as South China 

and Indo-China." 

With equal realism the AFL convention calls for 

resurrection and full support of the N ationalist clique 

which today is earning even greater hatred among 

Chinese by civilian bombing and blockade. 

These odd bedfellows in foreign policy are victims 

of Chiang's Disease-an inability to face unpleasant 

truths. There is nothing left of the Nationalists. There 

is nothing left of Dutch, French and Portuguese im

perialism that can be saved. Quirino himself is doing 

his best to forget the turk9y of a Pacific Pact which 

Chiang Kai-shek foisted or:! him and which amounts 

to a project for an intern1nonal arms lobby for dis

possessed gene~als who havl n~thing to fight for, noth

ing to fight w1th, and no desrre to fight. As for the 

idea of occupying "all key coastal and offshore posi

tions in Asia," if America should be mad enough to 

undertake this act of illegal aggression that Life pro

poses, we would immediately consolidate all of Asia, 

including India, against us, making the Communists 

the champions, and the Russians the new defenders, 

of Asia's independence. 

If we are to construct a new policy for Asia, we need 

first to sweep this old rubbish away. We need w 

<;weep away its basic premise on which American policy 

has foundered in Asia. America, like Russia, has tried 

to move Asia as a pawn in an external struggle. Amer

ica, like Russia, has failed because the pawn dwarfs 

the two contestants and will not be moved. 

A new program for Asia means a shift in America's 

concern, away from our interest, toward Asia's interest. 

Because Asia's problems are econom 

military or strategic, it means a shift 

security to those of economic and soc 

We have argued that support of 

means emphasis on constructive natio 

investment. Yet the problem of mi 

mains. It does not primarily cone< 

whose chief method of expansion is I 
it primarily concern the Chinese Con 

already desperately overextended in < 

principally the protection of Japan, 

Asia against Japan. 

AI Potsdam the Allies declared tl 

curity in the Pacific required that Ja 

democratic, economically stable, stn 

America was directed to secure these 

occupying power. After four years t 

the occupation has disappeared, and 

basis is fast disappearing. Yet the 

occupation have not been secured an• 

the cold war continues. 

Politically, the presence of institu 

democratic nations does not make ]2 
"Liberty," as Judge Learned Hand c 

the hearts of men and women. Whr 

constitution or law, no court can s? 
there it needs no constitution, no liP; 

it." MacArthur knows this. His ans· 

left in Japan "a complete vacuum, 

and physically, and into this vacuum 

cratic way of life. This revolution o 

sents no thin veneer to serve the 

present. It represents an unparallel 

the social history of the world." Tl 

has seen a "growing consciousness 

sponsibility in the conduct of pub] 

provides the ethical basis of a free 

Arthur is speaking to Japanese ,and 1 

beckoning them on by describing att 

r:tther than demonstrable realities. 

should end tomorrow, then of MacA 

it Clil be said that the liberation of 

distribution of the land would be 



ong but not secure; freedom of 
•c government would turn on ceo-

stabilization program promoted by 
tnd for the Allied Powers is not 
;CAP'S goal of self-sufficiency for 
be unattainable. The reasons are 

Before the war Japan supported a 
•illion by exploiting her colonies. 
ies or markets, Japan's population 
:ng by six percent a year toward 
.illion. Already Japanese farmers, 

are down to three acres apiece. 
Ire democracy could hardly with
m pressures, which force economic 
people wilt voluntarily undergo. 
all MacArthur's reforms, Japan is 
msionist. She must expand com
em is to keep her expansion from 
military forms. 

apan must expand commercially is 
1land. In prewar years China alone 
m's foreign trade; buying most of 
textiles, supplying a third of her 
of her pig iron and coal, and most 
oil cake. Today SCAP is counting 
and purchases in China of $200 

internal collapse in China, or an 
: China in pursuit of the strategic 

' , will leave Japan in bankruptcy or 
inuing American aid. Yet Japanese 
1d Russia may raise strategic prob

~t prepared to face. 

m suffers from being a key area
ingboard for war," MacArthur's 

close to Soviet territory in the 
a few hundred miles from Soviet

tria and from Korea, which soon 
tmmunist control. Japan by herself 
.ecause she lacks materials and can 
y blockade, as the last war proved. 
1 air strip Japan can threaten Russia 
Jan, backed by Russian and Chinese 
ten all Asia and America. 

acArthur conceived Japan's future 
of Asia. Accordingly, the Japanese 
rer in their constitution the right to 
Arthur this renunciation of war was 
onomic and political salvation of 
pjection into a desperate world of 
o furthering Christian values. 
concept conformed to Soviet and 
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WI estern policies. But as tl~e cold war grew more in-
tense, the idea of neutr::tlity became repugnant to both 
sides. The Communists haYe offered Japan salvation 
in alliance with their wor d. MacArthur has curbed 
the left-wing unions and the opposition press. In 
Washington the Joint Chie s of Staff are opposing the 
concept of a disarmed and defenseless Japan. They see 
Japan as an American protectorate: a larger Philip
pines. They intend to hold Japan. They believe that it 
can best be held by American air bases in Japan, and 
by a Japanese defense force. With growing bitterness 
the Russians charge that we are violating the Potsdam 
Agreement and the statutes of the occupation. 

11ndel' lhese cil'cumslances the occupation is entering 
its .fifth year. It is turning sour. The dangers of casting 
Japan adrift under present conditions are great. The 
dangers of continued occupation may be still greater. 
The continuing violation of the Potsdam Agreement, 
which promised independence to a responsible Japanese 
government, is bound to rekindle aggressive national
ism. The continued presence of well-paid, overbearing 
US soldiers must turn the Japanese people against the 
American people. The lack of final responsibility de
lays the further development of democracy in Japan, 
just as our underwriting of her economy-with $400 

million this year-delays the growth of economic ini
tiative among Japanese. As long as we remain in Japan, 
the materials and the markets of other nations are 
closed to her, while for ~merica the temptation is ir
resistible to use Japan as a weapon in the cold war. 

General MacArthur once declared that no successful 

occupation ever lasted for 10re than three years. He 
has steadily transferred aut 10rity from military gov
ernment to the Japanese. Y .t only a peace treaty can 
end the occupation. 

Two years ago, America, as the chief occupying 
power, invited the eleven nations of the Far Eastern 
Commission to a preliminary discussion of the peace 
conference. The Russians refused, quoting the minutes 
of the Potsdam Conference to prove that the Council 
of Foreign Ministers was the proper peace-making au
thority. The deadlock on procedures continues. 

Must it continue forever? The Americans and Brit
ish rightly argue that all the peoples whom Japan 
attacked should have a voice in the peace settlement. 
The Russians hold to the Council of Foreign Ministers, 
which offers them a veto power and a less conspicuous 
minority position. They hold a general scorn of small 
nations. They have been driven into an exaggerated 
attitude of legalism and obstruction by the unilateral 
nature of the occupation and the arrogant disregard of 
SCAP for the Far Eastern Commis~ion. 

.JII, _ _ _ 
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The experience of the joimt . negotiations for the 
Austrian treaty is certainly dis·~ouraging. Yet the Rus
sians have everything to gain by a treaty for Japan. If 
there is agreement on the substance of a peace settle
ment, disputes on procedure cannot prove to be in
surmountable. 

If, in the substance of the settlement, we insist on 
the concept of Japan as an American protectorate, then 
neither the Russians nor the Chinese will sign the 
treaty. The Australians and Filipinos alone will pre
vent its being a "soft" treaty. The Russians and the 
Chinese will then counter with a more favorable 
treaty of their own. In Japan, as in Germany, the 
specter of aggression will arise again, with the Japanese 
Right exploiting the conflict of Russia and the West 

to reconquer its conquerors. 

Even this danger may be les- thar 
continued occupation. But first we < 

peace to try once more for a peace con 
by the Council of Foreign Minist~rs 
association with all the nations of Asi 
to MacArthur's first concept of a nell' 
democratic rights anJ strategic indepe 
anteed by a control agency of the Ur 
it should fail, then, holding to the s< 
should continue without Russia. Me< 
chance of success is to assume th,lt su 
Rightly, the Chinese proverb says: "It 
one candle than to curse the darkness. 

JUST B111oLHEADEDNESS? 

By last weekend federal 0fficials, 
and many other people, were talking 
about an industrial crisis if the steel 
and coal strikes continued another 10 
days. Railroads with less than 25 days' 
coal supply on hand were ordered to 
cut passenger service 25 percent. The 
steel shortage would soon bring many 
industries, notably autos, to a grinding 
halt: Detroit, alone, anticipatec;l layoffs 
o( 300,000. The trouble in 9oal and 
steel meant employment was (~own by 
about a million, including t'hose on 
strike. 

In coal, negotiations between John 
L. Lewis and the Southern operators 
were continuing, but those with the 
Northern and Western mineowners 
had been broken off. There was talk 
of a federal injunction under the Taft
Hartley Act. 

In steel, the disputants were still hr 
apart, and intervention by President 
Truman seemed likely. Many people 
would agree with Mayor O'Dwyer of 
New York City, who wrote Benjamin 
Fairless, president of US Steel, de
manding that he accept the recom
m~dation of the President's Fact
Finding Board, and agree to non-con
tributory pensions. O'Dwyer pointed 

Thh i.r the !art of a .rerie.r of tlm•e £ 

11'itb United State.r policy toll'ard A.ri, 
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out that many executives in the steel 
industry enjoy such pension payments; 
that the' system is in effect now for 
employees of two big steel companies, 
Jones & Laughlin and Bethlehem, as 
well as the Ford Motor Company and 
many other large firms; that Andrew 
Carnegie, a founder of US Steel, had 
introduced such a plan; that Iron Age, 
trade journal of the steel industry, had 
given it tacit approval. "I ask you, 
Mr. Fairless," wrote the Mayor, "is 
this the kind of issue on which to 
para! yze the economy of this country? 

"Is this a matter of principle or just 
bullheadedness?" 

PAY THE PIPER 

No one should have been surprised 
when President Truman last week in
dicated that he will ask the next ses
sion of Congress for a substantial 
increase in taxes. The national budget 
is in the red by several billion dollars 
annually. The fixed expenses are alone 
about $35 billion-almost all of it 
payment for past or future wars. It i5 
perfectly certain that, as things are 
going, our military expenditures will 
continue to increase. 

Will the President get his way in 
1950? He is likely to ask for heavier 

1 

imposts on corpora ion profits, estate 
and gift taxes, as w 11 as higher rates 
on incomes in the pper and middle 
brackets. These are 211 unpopular wirh 
the conservatives of both parties, and 
especially in a year when the whole 
House and one-third of the Senate 
must run for reelection. Instead of in
creasing ta.xes, the lawmakers want to 
reduce them further in one particuhr 
field-the so-called iuxury taxes left 
over from the war, which should have 
been repealed at it close. Congress io; 
not yet ready to face the bitter truth 
that as long as m nkind insists on 
living in a world der the threat of 
war, peaceful prosp rity is impossible. 
It is more than ever true that Goering 
was wrong, and th 1t you can't have 
both guns and butt r. 

THE COMMUNIS SENTENCES 

The case of the 1 Communist lead
ers is now on its ·ay to the US Su
preme Court. Tha is the principal 
fact to be remembeted in considering 
the sentences metf d out by Judge 
Harold Medina___.fiye years in prison 
and a $10,000 fine for every defend
ant except one man, whose prison term 
was reduced by twc years because of 
his brilliant recorc in the Second 

i 



. highest court will 
;titutionality of the 

the fairness of the 
~ hope it is both. It 
1 if it refused to take 
case, for that action 

ly uphold the verdict. 
the wording of the 
dants were in fact 
d tried· for, treason . 
1 Soviet Russia lay in 
and the Communists 
10rtant, not as mem
tively small group of 
onaries, but as agents 
and saboteurs- of a 
[[ they were actually 
1, the sentences in-
1 were mo ~crate by 
le standards, as the 

.... ~, ••" •e in recent years put 
so mauy people to death on similar 
charges, should e the first to agree. 
Our readers kno • that we believe the 
Smith Act is an nconstitutional inva
sion of legitimat civil liberties, and 
that the recent rial failed to prove 
secret conspiracy constituting "a cle:1r 
and present danger" to the state in the 
terms of Justice Holmes's famous dic
tum. We hope and believe that the 
Supreme Court will take this view. 

THE BASING-POINT BILL 

George Norris once said that Con
gress has three Houses- the Senate, 
the House, and the Conference Com
mittee. The power of that third House 
was displayed during the last hours 
before adjournment when the special 
Senate-House Conference Committee 
stripped from the basing-opoint bill the 
amendments protecting small business 
against price discrimination. The 
House passed the conference bill, 200 
to 140, but the Senate voted to post
pone action on the controversial meas
ure until January 20, following a bitter 
fight led by Democratic Senators 
Douglas (Ill.), Long (La.) and 
0' Mahoney (Wyo.) . 

The basing-opoint bill, which was 
"must" legislation on the agendas of 
the big steel and cement interests, 
would permit ~he use of freight ab
sorption and delivered pricing. It had 
previously passed both Houses with 
amendments by Senator Estes Kefauver 
(D, Tenn.) and Representative John 
Carroll (D, Colo.) that would have 
continued to make discriminations car
ried out through freight absorption 
(and phantom fre ight) illegal where 
the effect of the discrimination would 

..... ~LI-OCK.. ---· .. ~---

be substantially to leso;
en competition. The 
Senate-House conferees 
-headed by Senators 
Wiley (R, Wis.), and 
O'Conor (D, Md.)
so weakened the amend
ments that the bill, ac
cording to Sen at or 
Douglas, would "strike 
the Robinson-Patman 
Act off t h e s t a t u t e 
books . . . a plunge 
back into the dark ages 
of big industry before 
any anti-trust laws were 
passed." 

'!KB WASBINGTOS POfJT 

The conference re
port eliminated the Ke
fauver-Carrell amend
ment so that m cases 
involving price discrim
ination a seller must 

ere-everythi ng fits" show only that he dis
criminated "in g oo d 

I' 
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faith to meet an equally low price of a 
competitor." This "good-faith" clause 
drew particular fire from opponents of 
the report, who pointed out the diffi
culty of proving bad faith. 

The report also changed the lan
guage of the bill in such 'a way that 
it would place an insuperable burden 
of proof upon the Federal Trade Com
mission. The Robinson-Patman Act 
declares discrimination unlawful where 
the effect "may be" substantially to 
lessen competition. The Conference 
Committee changed the wording from 
"may" to "will" and added that there 
must be "reliable, probative, and sub
stantial evidence of the specified ef
fects." That means that the FTC is 
prevented from restraining discrimina
tory acts before they occur. "This 
bill," said Senator Douglas, ''by per
mitting the absorption of freight, and 
permitting one competitor to charge 
the same price that other alleged com
petitors are charging, legalizes the 
three essential features of the basing· 
point system." Charging that the bill 
would foster big monopolies and 
threaten "the whole industrial future 
of this country," Douglas moved for 
postpon1:ment and the Senate agreed 
by voic~ vote. 

Senator O'Mahoney, author of the 
origina~ bill, said he was glad the 
Senate had .postponed action. "By ac
cepting\ the conference report," he said, 
"we wduld be opening the door to mo
nopolis ic practices and we would be 
doing precisely what we do not want 
to do .... We would be putting the 
consumers of the country into the 
hands of monopolists who wish to 
use freight absorption and delivered 
prices in connection with collusive 
agreements in restraint of trade." 

WALLGREN AND MEAD 

The nominations of Mon C. Wall
gren to the Federal Power Commission 
and James M. Mead to the Federal 
Trade Commission passed the Senate 
last week in less time than it would 
take a messenger to travel from the 
White House to the Capitol by trolley. 
Only a week before, the Senate, end
ing months of delay and a week of 
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hostile hearings before a committee, 
had refused to reappoint Leland Olds, 
who had served 10. years on the FPC 
in the interest of the public. The 
ostensible reason for rejecting Olds 1 
was that he had written some radical
sounding things 20 years ago. The 
real reason, as we have already re
ported ("Insull Rides Again," the 
NR, October 24), was that Olds had 
stood for the consumers' interest, 
fighting the high rates asked by the 
public utilities. 

The appointments to the FTC, 
which is the "watchdog" over mo
nopoly, and the FPC, which regulates 
utilities, have unusual importance be
cause of the balance of liberals and 
conservatives on the five-member 
boards. The public was protected as 
long as FPC Commissioners Olds, 
Claude L. Draper and Thomas C. 
Buchanan steadfastly voted in its in
terest. This majority was needed since 
Nelson Lee Smith and Harrington 
Wimberly, the two other Commis
sioners, have consistently yielded to 
the utilities industry. Wallgren' s rec
ord in t;he Senate shows that he sup
ported legislation which made possible 
many of the hydroelectric-1power proj
ects now in operation throughout the 
country. As former Goverpor of 
Washington, he has a deep con~ern for 
public power in the Northwest, There 
is some hope that he will r;:aintain 
the three-to-two balance of the FPC, 
but this "deserving" DemoFrat is 
hardly a substitute for Leland Olds. 

With the appointment of Mead, 
whose record as a Senator (N. Y.) 
was extremely creditable, the FTC is 
perceptibly strengthened. It has suf
fered from conservatism as well as old 
age. The FTC is headed by a Repub
lican member, Lowell B. Mason, who 
has been outspokenly tender toward 
industry on anti-monopoly questions. 
One Democratic member, Ewin L. 
Davis, died last Sunday at 73, after 16 
years' service; another Democrat, Wil
liam A. Ayres, is over the age limit 
and could be retired at any time. The 
fifth member, John Carson, is a re
cent addition, an independent politi
cally, and an outspoken liberal. Mead 
replaces GarlandS. Ferguson, a Demo-

crat, on the Commission for the re
mainder of a seven-year term that 
will expire September 26, 1955. 

DEWEY, THE GREEK 

John Dewey's 90th birthday was 
celebrated in many ways, including a 
special issue of the New Repttblic 
(October 17.) and a dinner in his 
honor in New York City. Dewey him
self spoke at the dinner, and said that 
of all the tributes to him on this oc
casion, none had pleased him more 
than that of Dr. Alvin Johnson, former 
New Republic · editor and President 
Emeritus of the New School for Social 
Research. Said Dr. Johnson: 

To John Dewey, latest of great Greek 
philosophers: 

But have you not been lighting the 
Greek philosophers? So you have: Greek 
philosopher has fought Greek philoso
pher since before Thales and Heracleitus 
the Obscure. But in one thing you, John 
Dewey, and the Greeks are one. You 
have all fought Fear. 

Fear, not of the tiger in the bush, 
whom man can meet with good spear 
or repeating rifle. Not of the hostile 
armies, that can be defeated by armies. 
But vague fears of the night, the star
less black night when ghosts walk; the 
blacker night of the mind, where habits, 
traditions, abstractions, assumptions, 
prejudices, hatreds at large, dance a 
\'(i'alpurgis Night dance over the pros
trate soul of m4n. 

You, John Dewey, and your fell ow 
Greek philosophers are the supreme ex
orcists of fear. One who has sat at your 
Greek feet, fears not the lurking demon, 
the malevolent spirit of the men of other 
ideas, the alleged corruption of morals, 
the vast bogeys of ideologies. Your 
followers accept with gratitude the 
green earth under the wide blue sky, 
fearing nothing, least of nil death, the 
one opiate of the people. 

Life is sweet, sweeter because of you, 
John Dewey. Life is significant, more 
significant because of you, John Dewey. 
Life is brave because of you. 

Ninety years have stood between you 
and immortality. Ninety times ninety 
will go by before men can think of for
getting John Dewey. And then they 
will have a second thought. '\Xfho taught 
them to Jive without fears that have no 
ground? And John Dewey will live for 
them yet again. 

With the deepest homage of 

New York City 
ALVIN JOHNSON 

A change In Sovle 
ern Europe is in the 
dication was the timi1 
protest against the en 
ern German state at 
delayed to coincide 
severance of official 
Chiang Kai-shek's 1 
ernment; with its fc 
of Mao Tse-tung's p, 
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by the other in the u~ 
The Soviets have been 

f· 
on the de-

fensive in Europe since the Czecho
slovak putsch. The ·western powers, 
led by the Americans, have been on 
the offensive since the Italian and 
French national elections of the spring 
of 1948. A "peace offensive" covere•l 
the Soviet retreat, which reached i t~ 

climax in the lifting of the Berlin 
blockade last spring. The apparent 
purpose of the withdrawal was the 
need for the Soviets to concentra~c 

their power in the Iastern European 
satellite countries and in China. Now 
the Soviet retreat appears to be coming 
to an end. The obvious reason is the 
consolidation of the situation in favor 
of Moscow both in China and in the 
satellites. 

The Soviet "peace offensive" is to 
continue, but apparently its target has 
shifted from Washington to Vatican 
City. Whoever controls Germany, the 
Soviets believe, has the power to dom
inate Europe; and at this time the con
trol of Germany is in the hands of 
Dr. Konrad Adenauer's Christian 
Democrats, who work closely with the 
Vatican. Moreovlr, the cartelists of 
the Ruhr are beiJg courted openly by 
the French and secretly by the British. 
French High Comtl1issioner An.cjre 
Fran~ois-Poncet, formerly allied with 
the Comite des Forges, French Foreign 
Minister Robert Schuman, even Gen-
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:lerical governmental 

n the Soviet attitude 
at least, to an oppor

' take advantage of the 
>e of recent events with 

impo. .apolitical, psychological 
and economic implications. These are 
the Anglo-American economic and po
litical negotiations, the monetary de
valuations and the announcement that 
Russia also possesses atomic bombs. 

In terms of geopolitics the role of 
Western Europe in the duel between 
Moscow and Washington has sud
denly become min<;>r. It is possible for 
the New York He1'ald Trib1111e to 
write that: 

The first l~sson of Russia's success 
[in making atomic bombs] is the over
whelming importance of the military 
assistance bill, whose whole object is to 
create a military balance in Europe that 
will not have to be sustained by the 
terrible and incalculable effects of 
atomic bombing. 

This is an American point of view. 
Western Europeans, even those who 
strongly favor the "Atlantic Commu
nity," do not entirely agree. They be
lieve that Europe is no longer an area 
in which balances-military or other 
--can be achieved by the Americans. 

Now Paris, Br~ssels, Berne and 
Rome are less vulnible, less exposed, 
in a way, than Chi go, Detroit, New 
York and Washing n. The plains of 
Wester-n Europe mi t still be an area 

'of infantry battle ~r European foot 
sol~ieu trying to delay the Red Army. 
But two major psJ1:hological f2.ct~LS 
which helped the ~~ericans mobilize 

European opinion (and potential mili
tary cooperation) against the Soviets 
h:tve changed. The Western Europeans 
are less afraid of a war on their soil. 
And they are less sure now that if the 
dreaded infantry war does take place 
there, the Americans will be ready and 
willing to come to their assistance in 
time. Thus the Kremlin has a psycho
logical advantage it has not had in 
support of its European political pur
poses since Hiroshima. 

Other psychological advantages have 
been handed to the Soviets by the 
Americans and British. The secrecy 
with which the Washington talks were 
conducted, then the ineptitude with 
which the devaluation was announced, 
left many Europeans with the impres
sion, however false it may be, that (a) 
the British stand in a special relation
ship •of favor with the Americans, 
based perhaps on secret agreements, 
(b) the British are insincere and un
tmstworthy in their attitude toward 

European coopera
tion and federalism, 
(c) the British are 
betraying the "At
lantic Community," 
(d) the British are 
willing (perhaps 
even m a 1 i c i o u s I y 

pleased) to force a lower standard of 
living on the Western Europeans. 

There are deep and old distrusts of 
Britain in continental Europe, and the 
Soviets can use them as well as the 
Fascists and Nazis did. In France these 
attitudes were stirred up by the col
laborators' distortion of the meaning 
of Dunkirk and Dakar; and they are 
kept alive by the need of these col
laborators now to cope with their sense 
of guilt or to justify their conduct. In 
Italy, the psychological heritage of 
Fascism-still very real and politically 
important-blames the English of the 
days of the Eth.iopian sanctions for 
Italy's present political meaningless
ness on the world scene. 

But it is in the area of economics
in the dread that devaluation will re
duce the standard of living, that the 
Americans will abandon \'Xi'estern Eu
rope to its ov:n economic devices and 
to the harshest austerity-that the 

NEW REPUBLIC 

Soviets can best operate to intervene in 
the domestic politics of the Western 
European countries. 

It is bad enough for the prospects 
of a continuing "Atlanticization" of 
Western Europe for the British to 
shift away from the Old World to a 
role of (what continentals consider) 
subservience to the New World; and 
for the French rightists to move to
ward a deal with the rightist Germans 
-men who still have the ideas of the 
Junkers and the Nazis. It is far worse 
for \'{'estern Europeans (and naturally 
better for the Soviets) to see signs that 
the lifeline which was called variously 
Lend-Lease, UNRRA, ECA, and even 
MAP may be pulled back from Wash
ington. Perhaps there is no connection 
between the end of Western Europe 
as a factor in an American policy of 
"containment" of the Soviet Union, 
and the possible end of ECA in 1950 
instead of 1952. Europeans, however, 
see such a link and dread its implica
tions. In countries which have not 
given their people what the Labour 
Government has given the British in 
the fields of economic and social se
curity, the prospect of austerity is a 
factor of major political leverage 
against the present pro-American coa
lition governments. 

The new Soviet policy in Western 
Europe starts with great advantages. 
Most 0f them, however, are negative. 
Moscow's path back toward the Euro
pean West is being cleared by a Brit
ish and American retreat--or the ap
pearance of one. The precedents of 
the fast few years suggest that the 
Kremlin might change its mind if the 
men on Capitol Hill (and in Downing 
Street) reconsider the folly of aban
doning Europe. Of course, it may be 
that Western Europe is no longer im
f">rtant to Washington and London. 
If so, the sad fact is that the old con
tinent is really equally unimportant to 
the Soviets-that is, the values in it 
that are important to the Western 
Europeans themselves are not to the 
Soviets. A Europe left to the Commq
nists may not be destroyed by atomic 
bombs, but Europeans are old.hsh· 
ioned enough to fear other destructions 
even more. PER.C:Y WINNEtt 
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